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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Photoelectron Imaging of Iodide Centered Alkyl Halide Cluster Anions
by
Joshua Lasinski
Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
Washington University in St. Louis, 2013
Professor Richard Mabbs, Chair
This dissertation presents results from cluster anion photodetachment experiments of the 
solvated iodide anion as a means of investigating electron molecule interaction.   Due to the 
localization of the excess charge on the iodine atom, these experiments proceed analogously to 
electron  scattering  experiments,  in  that  exposure  to  sufficient  photon  energy  detaches  the 
electron, which may or may not interact with the target molecule before being detected.  Such 
interactions are related to temporary electron capture into the σ* orbital of the target molecule.  
This dissertation begins with an analysis of the previously published I−·CH3X (X = I, Br, 
Cl)  photodetachment  results.   These  results  are  used  to  gain  insight  on  electron  molecule 
interaction.  The results are compared with ab initio calculations as well as the electron scattering 
literature.  The bulk of this dissertation discusses the role of the target molecule in cluster anion 
photodetachment.   The  insights  developed  from  the  I−·CH3X  cluster  anions  are  applied  to 
I−·C2H5X (X = I, Br, Cl) and I−·CH2X2 (X = I, Br, Cl) detachment.  The experimental cluster 
anion photoelectron angular distribution trends deviate somewhat from the ab initio calculations 
xvii
and experimental electron scattering data.  A discussion follows, wherein these deviations are 
attributed  to  the  incident  electron  angular  momentum  and  lifetime  broadening  of  the  σ* 
resonance.  Furthermore, a spherical square well model is developed to aid in the discussion.
xviii
Chapter 1
Introduction
The  focus  of  this  dissertation  is  to  utilize  cluster  anion  photodetachment  to  study 
electron-molecule interaction.  Photoexcitation of such species can delocalize the excess electron 
across  the  cluster  framework  or,  provided  enough  photon  energy,  can  remove  the  electron 
entirely.  The kinetic energy and spatial distribution of the departing electrons are simultaneously 
measured using velocity map imaging1,37.  Using these data electron binding energies, anion and 
neutral geometries, and electronic structure can be ascertained2,3.  
The cluster anions central to this work consist of a target alkyl halide molecule of interest 
physically bound to an iodide anion.  Due to the localization of the excess electron on the iodine 
atom, the photodetachment process is analogous to an electron scattering experiment39,64,67.  Upon 
excitation of the species with sufficient photon energy, the electron departs the iodine atom, may 
or may not  interact  with the target  molecule,  and is  detected.   Comparison of cluster  anion 
photodetachment results with those from bare iodine provides details of the target molecule's 
contribution  to  the  photodetachment  process.   Of  particular  interest  are  changes  in  the 
photoelectron  spectrum and photoelectron  angular  distribution,  as  the  following chapter  will 
show. 
There  are  several  advantages  to  studying  these  interactions  in  the  cluster  anion 
environment.  Localization of the excess charge on the iodine atom provides a smaller amount of 
incident  electron  angular  momenta  during  the  photodetachment  process.   Additionally,  this 
technique  allows  access  to  states  below the  free  electron  continuum.  Finally,  as  mentioned 
previously, comparison of the cluster anion data with that of bare iodine provides a stark visual 
impact of the photodetachment dynamics at work.
The following chapter provides background information that is vital to understanding the 
remainder of the dissertation.  This includes an outline of the photodetachment process, as well 
as a comparison between bare anion photodetachment to that of cluster anions.  This chapter also 
introduces  the  molecular  scattering  resonances  that  will  be  of  central  importance  to  this 
dissertation.  
Chapter 3 presents details on the photoelectron imaging spectrometer used in this work. 
Cluster anion formation,  selection,  and detection are discussed in detail,  along with the laser 
system used in this study.  The photoelectron detection process and treatment of data is also 
described.
Chapter 4 begins with a summary of previous photodetachment results on the I−·CH3X (X 
= I,  Br,  Cl)  cluster anions.  Ab initio potential  energy curve calculations  are introduced and 
discussed to support the data.
Chapters  5  and  6  further  examine  the  role  of  the  target  molecule  in  cluster  anion 
photodetachment.  The alkyl chain length of the target molecule is extended in Chapter 5 by 
focusing on the  I−·C2H5X (X = I,  Br,  Cl)  cluster  anions.   Chapter  6  determines  the  role  of 
increased halide substituion in cluster anion photodetachment by probing the I−·CH2X2 (X = I, 
2
Br, Cl) cluster anions.  The ab initio calculations utilized in Chapter 4 are extended to the data in 
Chapters 5 and 6.
Chapter 7 summarizes the photodetachment  trends observed in all  of the alkyl  halide 
solvated cluster anions, and future experiments are discussed.  
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Chapter 2
Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Photodetachment refers to the removal of an excess electron from an atomic or molecular 
anion using electromagnetic radiation.  
AB¯ + hν → AB + e¯
This  can  proceed  directly  or  indirectly.   The  sketch  in  Figure  2.1  illustrates  the  difference 
between direct and indirect photodetachment.   In direct photodetachment (Figure 2.1(1)), the 
photoelectron's kinetic energy (eKE) is related to the photon energy (hν).  eKE is shown in the 
figure as a blue arrow, while the photon energy appears as a light red arrow.  Equation 2.2 
describes their relation.
hν = eBE + eKE
eBE is the electron binding energy, the amount of energy required to remove the electron and 
produce a particular state of the neutral residue, and is shown as a dark red arrow in Figure  
2.1(1).   This  is  reminiscent  of  the  photoelectric  effect,  where  eBE  has  replaced  the  work 
function.  In the case of an atomic anion, eBE is equivalent to the electron affinity (EA).  This is 
not  necessarily the case for  molecular  anions.   The Born-Oppenheimer  approximation  states 
electronic motion is much faster than nuclear motion, suggesting that the neutral molecule is 
4
(2.1)
(2.2)
prepared at the anion geometry during photodetachment.  The energy required to transition from 
the anion equilibrium geometry to the neutral  molecule at the anion equilibrium geometry is 
referred  to  as  the  vertical  detachment  energy (VDE).   In  comparison,  the adiabatic  electron 
affinity (AEA) is the energy required to transition from the ground state of the anion to the 
ground state of the neutral.  Figure 2.2 highlights the difference between these concepts.  The 
black curve represents the initial anion state, and red represents the final neutral state.
Figure 2.1: Schematic  representation  of  photodetachment  processes:  (1)  direct  
photodetachment, (2) indirect photodetachment
Both atomic and molecular anion photodetachment may result in a variety of final neutral 
states,  including excited electronic states,  vibrationally excited states and rotationally excited 
states.   Transitions  to  these  states  from the  anion  are  associated  with  separate  eKE values. 
Usually, transistions to different rotational states cannot be differentiated as they lie too close in 
energy to each other to be resolved.
5
Figure 2.2: Schematic  potential  energy surfaces highlighting the difference between VDE  
and AEA.
For  indirect  photodetachment,  equation  2.2  does  not  describe  the  energies  in  the 
phooelectron energy spectrum.  In this case,  absorption of a photon excites  the anion into a 
temporary anion state4,5,6,7,8.  
AB¯ + hν → AB¯* → AB + e¯
The ejection of the electron is now dictated by the interaction of the excited AB¯* potential 
energy surface with that of the neutral AB.  For this reason, eKE no longer directly relates to hν. 
If  the temporary anion state  is  higher  in  energy than the neutral  state,  it  may be subject  to 
autodetachment, wherein the anion relaxes down to the neutral state, and ejects an electron in the 
process.  Figure 2.1(2) shows a schematic of such indirect processes.  The wavy arrow represents 
molecular  rearrangement  and energy redistribution  that  ultimately leads  to  detachment.   The 
photon energy is displayed with a red line, and the kinetic energy of the ejected electron is shown 
in green.  Such short lived anions are referred to as resonances, and will be discussed further in  
Section 2.4.  
6
(2.3)
2.1 The Photoelectron Angular Distribution
In  the  presence  of  a  polarized  electric  field,  photodetached  electrons  may  eject 
preferentially  in  specific  directions.   The  resulting  photoelectron  angular  distribution  (PAD) 
reveals  information  relating  to  the  originating  orbital  and the effects  of  residual  neutrals  on 
photodetachment.  In order to gain further insight into the information contained in the PAD, the 
selection rules for single photon photodetachment  must  be examined.   The differential  cross 
section for photodetachment is described as follows9:
23
∑
8
=
Ω inn
fp ψrψεh
ωκmαπ
d
σd ,
where  Ωd
σd
represents  the  differential  cross  section,  α is  the fine structure  constant,  m is  the 
reduced mass, ω is the photoexcitation frequency, h is Planck's constant, κ is the wave vector of 
the ejected photoelectrons, rn is the position of the nth electron, εp is the photon electric vector, ψf 
and ψi are the wavefunctions representing the final and initial states, respectively.   For a one 
electron spherically symmetric system, iψ  can be expressed as a product of a hydrogenic radial 
wavefunction Rn,l and angular wavefunction Ylm(θ,ϕ).10  The final state  fψ  describes the free 
electron and residual neutral species.  This is a continuum state of the atom, as a sum over all 
available angular momentum states.  Equation 2.5 describes the final state.  
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(2.5)
Y*l'm' and Yl'm'; are spherical harmonic functions, δl' is the phase shift of l', and Gκl'(r) is the radial 
wavefunction divided by κr.  The quantum number  l describes the orbital angular momentum, 
and the quantum number m describes the projection of l onto the quantization axis.
If the system is approximated to contain one electron, and the photodetachment laser is 
linearly polarized, equation 2.4 simplifies to:
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In order for the integral in equation 2.6 to be non zero, the following conditions must hold:  Δm 
= 0, and Δl = ± 1.  For atomic anions, electrons originating in an s-orbital depart the atom as an 
outgoing p-wave following photodetachment.  For all other parent orbitals, the ejected electron is 
best  described  as  a  superposition  of  two  outgoing  orbital  angular  momentum  waves.   For 
instance,  ejection  from a  p-orbital  results  in  an  outgoing electron  wave of  mixed  s-  and d-
character.  Further complicating matters is the presence of a centrifugal term in the electron-
molecule potential that provides a barrier to photodetachment.  The term is listed in equation 2.8.
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where μ is the reduced mass of the electron-atom pair, and is approximately equal to the mass of 
the electron. The distance of the electron from the center of mass is given by  r.  The Wigner 
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threshold law describes the effect of this barrier on photodetachment.1112  For an electron with an 
asymptotic eKE ≈ 0, the cross section can be described as:
1+2≈ ll kσ ,
where k  is the photoelectron momentum vector, and is equal to )(2 eKEm .  At low eKE, higher 
orbital  angular momentum waves are suppressed relative to lower orbital angular momentum 
waves.  For detachment from a p-orbital, only the s-component is observed at very low eKE, as 
there is no barrier for photodetachment for l=0.  As eKE is increased, the d-component rises and 
ultimately dominates.  
The photoelectron angular distribution for a linearly polarized single photon process is 
described as follows13:
I(θ) = ( σ/4π )[ 1 + βP2( cosθ )],
where I(θ) refers to the photoelectron intensity as a function of the angle between the electron 
momentum and photon electric field vector, σ refers to the overall cross section for the transition, 
β is the anisotropy parameter, and P2( cosθ ) is the second Legendre polynomial, 
P2( cosθ ) =  ½( 3cos2θ − 1 )
The  anisotropy  parameter  ranges  from  −1  to  +2,  and  describes  the  distribution  of  the 
photoelectrons.  A positive β value describes a photoelectron distribution which is preferentially 
parallel to the photoelectric vector, while negative β values describe a preference for distribution 
perpendicular to the photon electric vector.  An anisotropy value of zero refers to an isotropic 
distribution of photoelectrons.
9
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2.2 An Experimental Example - Bare Halide Photodetachment
The bulk of this work concerns cluster anions with atomic iodide at their center.  It is 
therefore  beneficial  to  review  photodetachment  from  bare  atomic  halides.   As  mentioned 
previously, photodetachment of atomic anions reveals the EA for each atom.  Figure 2.3 shows 
photoelectron spectra of the halides I¯ and Br¯ recorded at 290nm, and Cl¯ recorded at 332.891 
nm.  Each spectrum contains two transitions.  These transitions will be labeled by their final 
neutral state:   2P3/2 or  2P1/2.  For I¯, the  2P3/2 transition corresponds to an eBE of 3.06 eV, in 
agreement with the reported EA of Iodine, 3.0590463 eV14.  The experimental eBEs for the 2P3/2 
channels of Br¯ and Cl¯ (3.36 eV and 3.62eV, respectively) are also in agreement with their 
reported EAs, 3.3636 eV and 3.6127 eV15.  The second feature in each spectrum represents the 
transition to the higher lying 2P1/2 state.  This occurs at 4.00 eV for I¯, 3.82 eV for Br¯, and 3.71 
eV for Cl¯.
The two distinct transitions observed in the photoelectron spectrum are the result of a 
lifting of the neutral state degeneracy due to coupling of spin and orbital angular momentum. 
Neutral halide atoms have one unpaired electron.  The electron has a spin magnetic moment 
defined by quantum number ms.  The electron also experiences a magnetic field due to the orbital 
angular momentum.  This is easier to visualize when discussed in a classical way.  Classically,  
the electron orbits around the nucleus.  From the electron's frame of reference, the nucleus orbits 
around the electron.  The orbiting charge generates  a  magnetic  field.   At  the same time,  the 
electron spin motion also generates a magnetic field.  This magnetic interaction leads to a vector 
coupling  of  the  spin  and  orbital  angular  momentum,16 to  create  a  resultant  total  angular 
momentum.   This  total  angular  momentum  is  defined  by  quantum  number  J.   Due  to  the 
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magnetic field, the states with different J values will have different energies.  This difference in 
energy will be referred to as spin-orbit splitting.  The amount of splitting is proportional to the 
electrostatic charge of the nucleus, represented by its atomic number Z.  As Z is increased, the 
splitting  is  also  increased.   The  spectra  in  Figure  2.3  illustrate  this  effect.   For  I− 
photodetachment, the difference in energy from the  2P3/2 and  2P1/2 spin-orbit states is 0.94 eV. 
For Br−, this splitting is reduced to 0.46 eV.  The spectrum presented for Cl− shows the spin-orbit 
splitting to be 0.107 eV.
It  is  also important  to  discuss  the resolution  of  the  spectra  in  Figure 2.3.   The  eKE 
resolution for the instrument used in subsequent chapters is ΔE/E = 3%.  Note that the  2P3/2 
transition for I− is broader than for Br− since the eKE is larger (lower eBE).  The Cl−  spectrum 
presented has a much higher resolution.  This spectrum was recorded on a different instrument at  
the Australian National University.  This instrument has a much higher resolution of   ΔE/E = 
0.1%.  The higher resolution is necessary to completely resolve the narrow spin-orbit splitting in 
Cl− photodetachment over the full range of wavelengths included in this chapter.  The Cl− data 
presented in this chapter were recorded on the Australian National University instrument as a 
result of participation in the East Asian and Pacific Summer Institute (EAPSI) program funded 
by the National Science Foundation in 2011.  
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Figure 2.3:  Photoelectron Spectra of I− and Br− recorded at a photoexcitation wavelength of 
290nm, and of Cl− recorded at 332.981nm. 
As mentioned previously, the PAD for atomic anions is highly dependent on the parent 
orbital.   Assuming  the  single  electron  approximation  and  ignoring  relativistic  effects, 
photodetachment  from these halide anions results  in a superposition of s-  and d-waves.  An 
approximation  of  the  β  evolution  as  a  function  of  eKE  is  shown  in  Figure  2.4.   The 
approximation was calculated by using the formulation of Hanstorp, Bengtsson, and Larson17 in 
conjunction with the Cooper-Zare Equation,18 presented in equation 2.12.
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l is the orbital angular momentum for the excess electron bound to the anion.  A represents a 
proportionality coefficient that scales with the size of the parent orbital.  δl±1 are the phase shifts 
of the partial  waves  l  + 1 and  l − 1.  Wigner's  threshold law states that  at  low eKE the d-
component of the free e− superposition is suppressed.  The resulting distribution is isotropic.  At 
higher eKE, the d-component  is no longer suppressed, resulting in negative  β values,  before 
becoming positive again at very high eKE.  This is characteristic of photodetachment from a p-
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orbital.  The shape of the appoximation curve depends heavily on the values chosen for  A and 
δl±1.  The values to best approximate photodetachment from a p-orbital were found to be  A  = 
0.52, cos(δl±1) = 0.93.  The approximation curve is shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: The  Hanstorp,  Bengtsson,  and  Larson  approximation  for  the  photoelectron  
angular distribution energy evolution for photodetachment from a p-orbital.
The halide anion anisotropy data are presented in Figure 2.5.  In a general sense, the 
experimental data follows the predicted trend.  While the experimental data for each halide does 
not extend to zero eKE, the β values trend toward zero as eKE is decreased.  Likewise, as eKE is  
increased, the β values become more negative.  However, for I−, there is clearly a sharp change 
that occurs in the anisotropy evolution at 0.94 eV, wherein the β value becomes noticeably less 
negative.   A similar effect is observed for both Br− and Cl−, although it is much less obvious.  At 
0.46 eV, the β value evolution changes slope for Br−.  The β values for Cl− also show a slight 
change in slope, however at 0.11 eV.  In each case, this is coincident with the channel opening 
for the 2P1/2 transition19,20. The discontinuity in the I− β evolution results in a shift to less negative 
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β values after the  2P1/2 channel opening.  The discontinuity is less obvious for the Br− and Cl− 
plots, however, the slope of the datapoints seems to change after the 2P1/2 channel opening.  
Figure 2.5: Photoelectron angular distributions collected over a wide eKE range for the 2P3/2 
channel for the halide anions:  a) I−, b) Br−, and c) Cl−.  The 2P1/2 channel is labeled with a 
vertical line.  The black curve represents the results from an R-matrix calculation for each 
halide.
The discontinuities seen in the photoelectron angular distribution for halide photodetachment 
have a similar origin to the changes observed in the photoionization angular distribution for Xe 
near the Xe+(52P1/2) ionization threshold.21,22,23  These changes are attributed to an enhancement in 
the photoionization cross section as a result of an autoionization resonance in the Xe+(52P3/2) 
continuum.  This resonance allows relaxation from Xe+(52P1/2) to Xe+(52P3/2) followed by the 
ejection  of  an  electron,  and  is  mediated  by  a  series  of  Rydberg  states  associated  with  the 
excitation of an electron from a 5p orbital to a ns1/2 or nd1/2 state  that converges to Xe+(52P1/2). 
While  there are  no comparable  Rydberg  states  in  halide  photodetachment,  there is  a  similar 
relaxation  process  that  allows  X(2P1/2)  to  relax to  the ground state  for  the  neutral,  X(2P3/2), 
provided there is  a mechanism to remove the excess energy.   At the  2P1/2  channel threshold, 
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ejected  electrons  have  very  low  kinetic  energy.   The  slowly  moving  electron  provides  a 
mechanism to transfer the excess energy to the electron, allowing the X(2P1/2) to relax to X(2P3/2). 
This relaxation manifests as a deviation in the differential cross section, which is observed as the 
slight change in the anisotropy trend for the X(2P3/2) photodetachment channel near the X(2P1/2) 
threshold.  Presumably, the polarizability of the halogen aids in this process, as this effect is most 
observable for I− photodetachment, and less so for Cl− photodetachment.  Although this is a weak 
effect for halide atomic anions, Section 2.3 will show that the effect is much more pronounced in 
the presence of a polar solvent molecule.
The black curve shown in Figure 2.5 shows the results of an R-matrix calculation for 
each of  the  halide  anions.   Each of  these  calculations  was  performed  similarly  to  those  by 
Kutzner24.  The calculation recreates the β value evolution with eKE remarkably well, including 
the discontinuity in the β values observed in the experimental data.  The primary difference in 
method between the Hanstorp, Bengtsson, and Larson approximation shown in Figure 2.4 and 
the R-matrix calculation  is  that  the former utilizes  the Schrӧdinger equation while  the latter 
utilizes the Dirac equation.  The Dirac equation describes fields corresponding to elementary 
spin-1/2 particles as a vector of four complex numbers, in contrast to the Schrӧdinger equation, 
which describes a field of only one complex value25.  The result is that the Dirac equation allows 
the system to be treated in a manner that is consistent with relativity.  This relativistic approach 
provides the halide spin-orbit states, while the Hanstorp, Bengtsson, and Larson approximation 
does not.
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2.3 Cluster Anion Photodetachment
The cluster anions in this work are composed of an atomic anion physically bound to a 
neutral solvent molecule.  In the case of iodine-centered cluster anions, the excess charge stays 
primarily bound in the p-orbital of the iodine atom, however, the presence of a solvent molecule 
influences the system in a number of ways.  At sufficient photoexcitation energy,  the cluster 
anion photoelectron spectrum contains two vibronic bands, separated by 0.94 eV, as can be seen 
in Figure 2.5.   There,  the photoelectron spectrum of I¯ and I¯·C2H5Br are presented.   More 
examples of these systems are presented in Chapter 5.  The eBE spectrum of I¯ (red) has been 
shifted by 0.4 eV to overlap with that of the cluster anion for ease of comparison, accounting for 
the solvent stabilization of the anion by the C2H5Br.  It  becomes clear that the bands in the 
I¯·C2H5Br spectrum (black) correlate very well with the I− spectra.  The "solvent shift" of 0.4 eV 
is due to the stabilizing effect that the solvent has on the atomic anion.  This shift indicates the  
strength of the ion molecule interactions  in the cluster.   There is  also an additional  spectral 
feature in the 2P3/2 band in the I¯·C2H5Br spectrum, labeled with an arrow in figure 2.6.  This is 
due to vibrational excitation resulting from the difference in geometry of the C2H5Br molecule 
before and after photodetachment. The bond lengths and angles of C2H5Br are perturbed by the 
presence  of  the  excess  electron  of  I¯  before  photodetachment.   At  the  moment  of 
photodetachment, the C2H5Br molecule has a geometry dictated by the cluster environment.  This 
distorted  geometry  increases  the  Franck-Condon overlap  of  the  anion ground state  with  the 
neutral  excited  state,  allowing  greater  access  to  excited  vibrational  states  during  vertical 
excitation.
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Figure 2.6:  Comparison of the 274nm photoelectron spectrum of I−·C2H5Br with the 290nm 
photoelectron spectrum of I−.  The I− spectrum has been shifted to highlight the similarity 
of the two spectra. 
The presence of a solvent molecule can also affect the PAD of the iodide anion, as seen 
in Figure 2.7.  Earlier we noted (Section 2.2) that a small deviation in the 2P3/2 PAD was observed 
at the  2P1/2 channel opening in I¯.  Plotting β vs. eKE for I−·C2H5Br (Figure 2.7) shows this 
deviation  is  greatly  enhanced.   This  behavior  is  consistent  with  a  relaxation/autodetachment 
process26,27,28,29,30, shown in Equation 2.13b).  For sake of comparison, direct detachment is shown 
in Equation 2.13a). 
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I¯·C2H5Br + hν → I(2P3/2)·C2H5Br + e−
I¯·C2H5Br + hν → I(2P1/2)·( C2H5Br )− → I(2P3/2)·C2H5Br + e−
 In the presence of a sufficiently large dipole moment (μ ≥ 2.0 D)67,68 the temporary anion state 
may be stabilized forming a dipole bound state  associated with I(2P1/2)·(C2H5Br)− still  in  the 
continuum of I(2P3/2)·(C2H5Br).  
Figure 2.7:  Photoelectron  angular  distribution  of  I−·C2H5Br.   The  distribution  peaks  at  
approximately  0.94  eV,  indicating  a  competition  between  two  photodetachment  
pathways of equal energy.
 Competition between direct detachment (Equation 2.13a) and relaxation from the dipole bound 
state (Equation 2.13b) results in the peak at 0.94 eV observed in the PAD.31
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2.4 Effect of Molecular Scattering Resonances
As mentioned previously, indirect photodetachment processes result from capture of an 
electron by a neutral molecule.  There are primarily two ways molecules capture electrons into a 
resonance.   These are  shape resonances and Feshbach resonances.   Shape resonances  are  so 
named because of the shape of the interaction potential that traps the electron.  This potential is a 
result of the interaction between the electron and the ground state of the neutral molecule 32,33. 
This typically refers to an electron trapped within an orbital by a centrifugal barrier.  Feshbach 
resonances describe an electron temporarily attached to an excited state of a neutral  atom or 
molecule34,35.   Electronic  Feshbach  resonances  typically  have  longer  lifetimes  than  shape 
resonances, because they must change electronic configuration during relaxation36,37.
 Scattering resonances typically have lifetimes on the order of 10−15 to 10−10 s38.  In some 
cases, this lifetime is sufficiently long for the anion to experience substantial  nuclear motion 
before photodetachment, leading to non Franck-Condon structure in the photoelectron spectrum 
or even to fragmentation.  The latter process is called dissociative electron attachment (DEA), 
and is detailed in Equation 2.14.  
AB + e− → AB− → A + B−
DEA is a fundamental process involved in many areas of physics and chemistry.  DEA 
has been shown to play a  role  in  DNA scission by absorption  of  ionizing  radiation.39  This 
process is also relevant in atmospheric sciences.40  DEA is also important in low energy particle 
physics,41 as well as relevant in dynamics in the interstellar medium,42,43  plasma etching,44 plasma 
polymerization45,46,47, and mass spectrometery.48,49
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Figure 2.8: Schematic  potentials  representing  a)  electron  scattering  and  b)  cluster  anion  
photodetachment as a molecular electron scattering experiment.
DEA is best described within the framework of an electron scattering experiment.  Figure 
2.8a shows the relevant potential energy surfaces for DEA in a diatomic molecule.  The vertical 
attachment energy (VAE) represents the energy from the minimum of the neutral well to the 
anion potential.  This is the energy required to attach an electron to the neutral.  In the example 
shown in Figure 2.8, the attachment leads to a dissociative state (red curve).  The DEA cross 
section  has  been  shown to  vary  inversely  with  VAE.50  The  experiments  presented  in  this 
dissertation  are  essentially  analogs  of  electron  scattering  experiments  using  halide-centered 
cluster  anions.   Atomic  halide  detachment  provides  an  electron,  whose  kinetic  energy  is 
controlled by the photoexcitation energy.  The eKE is varied to scan through the excited anion 
state.   Figure  2.8b  shows  the  potential  energy  surfaces  relevant  for  cluster  anion 
photodetachment  DEA  experiments.   There  are  several  advantages  to  studying  resonance 
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behavior using photodetachment.  This technique allows for the preparation of a smaller range of 
incident electron angular momenta.  Also, comparison of cluster anion photoelectron imaging 
results  with  those  from bare  iodine  provides  a  stark  visual  impact  of  the  photodetachment 
dynamics at work.  Finally, anion photoexcitation allows access to states below the free electron 
continuum.  
The ideas outlined in this chapter are further developed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.  These 
chapters investigate the scattering resonances of different target molecules.  Chapter 4 begins 
with  a  summary of  photodetachment  experiments  conducted  on I−·CH3X (X=I,  Br,  Cl),  and 
utilizes  ab initio potential energy surface calculations to interpret the data.  Chapters 5 and 6 
examine  the  role  of  increasing  the  alkyl  framework  and  increasing  halide  substitution, 
respectively, extending the ab initio calculations outlined in Chapter 4.  Chapter 5 is concerned 
with photodetachment from I−·C2H5X, while Chapter 6 studies photodetachment of I−·CH2X2 (X 
= I, Br, Cl).  Chapter 7 summarizes the trends observed in all of the alkyl halide solvated cluster  
anions.  A theme throughout these chapters will be the role of dipole bound states in mediating 
electron capture.  Prior to these however, we outline the experimental details and methods for 
conducting these experiments. 
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Chapter 3
Experimental Methods
This chapter provides a general description of experimental methods and instrumentation. 
Broadly speaking, the instrument  serves three functions:   production of anions in the source 
chamber,  separation  of  anions  by  time  of  flight  mass  spectrometry,  and  detection  of 
photodetached electrons using velocity map imaging (VMI).  A schematic representation of the 
instrument is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1 Instrument Overview
Anion production begins with a precursor molecule of interest diluted into a carrier gas, 
typically argon, at a stagnation pressure of ~20-100 psi.  The gas mixture is introduced into the 
vacuum chamber by means of a pulsed nozzle (general valve series 9, Parker-Hannifin).  The 
vacuum chamber is held at a base pressure of 1x10−6 torr by a diffusion pump (Leybold DIP 
8000, 8000 L/s). While operating, the base pressure in the instrument is maintained at 1x10−5 
torr.  The small orifice of the pulsed nozzle allows the sample to expand supersonically into the 
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instrument.  Anions are generated by means of a pulsed discharge (section 3.2) located within the 
supersonic expansion.  
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Figure 3.1: Schematic  representation  of  the  photoelectron  velocity  map  imaging  
spectrometer.  The  following  labels  correspond  to:  1)  ion  source,  2)  repeller,  3)  
acceleration  stack,  4)  ion  deflectors,  5)  Einzel  lens,  6)  potential  switch,  7)  velocity  
map imaging electrodes, 8) electron flight tube, 9) imaging MCP and phosphor plate, 10) 
CCD camera, 11) ion MCP, 12) turbo molecular pumps, and 13) diffusion pump.
The anions are extracted from the source chamber into a Wiley-McLaren time of flight mass 
spectrometer51 (section  3.3)  using  a  negatively  biased  repeller  plate  with  a  variable  pulsed 
potential.  The anions enter the mass spectrometer through a 0.5 inch diameter aperture, and are 
then accelerated to 1.95 keV using a series of resistively connected plates.  A series of ion optics 
steers and focuses the ion beam through the velocity map imaging (VMI) interaction region into 
an ion detection microchannel plate (MCP).  The ion signal is then displayed on an oscilloscope 
(LeCroy Wavejet 314A, 100MHz) as a function of ion time of flight.  
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The pulsed  output  from a laser  (section  3.4.1)  is  synchronized  to  arrive  at  the  VMI 
interaction region to intersect the ion packet of interest.  The three electrostatic VMI plates focus 
the photodetached electrons through a field free flight tube shielded by two annealed layers of μ-
metal.  At the end of the 6 inch flight tube, individual electron impacts are recorded using an 
imaging quality microchannel plate coupled to a phosphor screen detector (Photonis USA, Inc., 
APD 3040 FM).   A charge-coupled  device  (CCD)  camera  (Imperx,  Inc.,  IPX-VGA 120-L) 
records  electron  impacts  allowing  summation  over  thousands  of  laser  shots  to  produce  a 
photoelectron image.  The imaging arrangement is detailed in section 3.4.2.
The  final  photoelectron  image  represents  the  three  dimensional  distribution  of 
photoelectrons  projected  onto  a  two  dimensional  surface.   In  order  to  recover  the  three 
dimensional photoelectron momentum distribution, the inverse Abel transformation is used.  The 
reconstructed  distribution  is  the  central  slice  of  the  nascent  three  dimensional  photoelectron 
distribution, from which the photoelectron spectrum and photoelectron angular distribution are 
extracted.
3.2 Anion Formation 
The principle experimental difficulty in this work lies in the creation of anions.  Cluster  
anions are of principle interest to this study.  The cluster anions of interest to this work consist of 
an atomic anion solvated with a neutral molecule.  These anions are bound much more weakly 
than molecular anions, relying mainly on charge-dipole interactions for stability.   In order to 
maximize the lifetime of the cluster anions, it is ideal they be created with as low an internal 
temperature as possible.  Because the formation of anions is reliant on the capture of an electron 
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by a neutral molecule, it is important to produce large number densities of low internal energy 
neutral species.  To achieve this, the anion source is placed in a supersonic expansion.
The experimental sample is a gas mixture consisting of a molecule of interest diluted to 
~10% in argon. This gas mixture maintains a stagnation pressure of 20 to 100 psig. Supersonic 
expansion is achieved when the nozzle is pulsed open.  The high pressure gas mixture expands 
through the small orifice of the nozzle (0.8 micron) into the vacuum chamber whose pressure is 
~1x10−5.  Because the gas mixture is dilute in argon, the molecule of interest undergoes many 
collisions with the buffer gas.  Each collision transfers energy from the molecule to the buffer, 
greatly  reducing  the  molecule's  vibrational  and  rotational  energy.   Additionally,  the  small 
transverse velocity distribution of the beam provides low translational temperature.   The low 
internal energy of the neutral beam is conducive to the formation of neutral clusters.
Figure 3.2:  Sketch  of  the  discharge  source.   Two  discharge  needles,  one  held  at  
ground, the other pulsed to a high voltage, are housed between a series of teflon plates. 
The teflon plates are affixed between the faceplate of the pulsed nozzle housing and a  
stainless steel plate.  The discharge assembly is held together by teflon screws.  
  
The pulsed discharge ionization source is placed several millimeters downstream from 
the supersonic expansion source, as detailed in Figure 3.2.  A series of teflon disks houses the 
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discharge, and is attached to the faceplate of the pulsed nozzle.  The inner diameter of each disk 
increases along the direction of gas flow.  This allows a maximum number of neutral collisions 
to  occur  before  the  supersonic  expansion.   The  two  stainless  steel  needles  that  supply  the 
discharge are placed 4mm downstream from the nozzle.  These needles extend into the gas flow 
channel and are separated by ~2mm.  The anode needle is held at  ground potential,  while a 
pulsed negative potential (typically 500 – 1200 V) is applied to the cathode needle synchronized 
to the arrival time of neutral molecules into the discharge region. The applied voltage, discharge 
onset timing, and the applied voltage duration are tuned using a BNC digital delay generator to 
maximize the ion signal of a desired species.  By tuning the voltage and pulse duration, a wide 
range of anions can be formed, from atomic anions, singly solvated cluster anions, and mutiply 
solvated cluster anions.  A ballast resistor (700Ω) located on the cathode provides stability to the 
discharge potential.  
The discharge source produces a plasma containing anions, cations,  and neutrals.   To 
stabilize the supersonic expansion, an electron beam arranged perpendicularly to the discharge is 
passed over the exit channel of the discharge source.  The electron beam is maintained at a low 
current, and serves to neutralize any cations formed in the discharge.52
3.3 Mass Selection   
Anions are separated by mass in a Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight mass spectrometer.  A 
high  voltage  pulse  (Directed  Energy  Inc.,  PVX-4140  pulse  generator)  of  variable  potential 
(−0.9kV to −3kV) (Burle PF1053 power supply) applied to a repeller plate extracts the anions 
from the source chamber into the mass spectrometer via a 0.5 inch diameter aperture.  The anions 
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then enter the acceleration stack, a series of 10 plates resistively coupled to ground.  Here, the 
anions are uniformly accelerated to 1.95 kV.  This results in a distribution of anion velocity with 
respect to mass as described by the equation of kinetic energy:  KE=½mvz2, where KE is the 
anion kinetic energy, m the anion mass, and vz the anion velocity in the direction of the ion 
beam.   This  assumes  that  charge  of  the  anions  is  1,  which  is  reasonable  for  the  electron 
attachment  anion formation  mechanism operating  in  a  pulsed  discharge.   The  time-of-flight 
region is maintained at 1x10−7 torr by a pair of turbo molecular pumps (Leybold TMP 361, 360 
L/s) backed by a rotary vane mechanical pump (Leybold D-16, 379 L/min).
Ion optics are used to steer the ion beam through the VMI interaction region to an ion 
MCP detector (Del-Mar Photonics, MCP-MA25/2, Burle PF 1053 power supply).  The optics in 
the time-of-flight region are referenced to +1.95 kV.  A pair of electrostatic deflection plates 
(1.95kV tunable by ± 140V, Agilent E3630A power supplies) steer the ion beam horizontally 
and vertically.   An einzel  lens focuses the beam as tight  as possible  in the VMI interaction 
region.  The central element of the einzel lens is optimized from 0 to 2500 V (Stanford SRS 
PS325) to focus the ion beam.  
The detection region of the instrument is referenced to ground, requiring the anions to be 
re-reference to ground as well.   This is accomplished before leaving the time-of-flight region 
using a potential switch53.  The switch is a 60 cm long stainless steel tube, 7.5 cm in diameter. 
The tube  is  isolated  electronically  from the  time-of-flight  region.   It  is  connected  to  a  high 
voltage pulse (Directed Energy Inc., 4140) that matches the potential of the tube to that of the 
acceleration region, 1.95 kV.  Once the anions of interest enter the potential switch, the voltage is 
dropped to zero.  The anions leave the potential switch with 1.95 kV of kinetic energy, but re-
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referenced to ground.  This allows the electronics of the VMI region and ion MCP to operate at  
more manageable voltages.
Any ions outside of the potential switch when the tube is pulsed to 0V experience a potential 
gradient and are deflected into the walls of the instrument.  This allows the potential switch to 
select a particular region of the mass spectrum by adjusting the timing of the potential switch 
pulse. 
Upon leaving the potential switch, the anions enter the detection region.  This region is 
maintained  at  1x10−8 torr  during  operation  by  a  turbo-molecular  pump  (Leybold  TMP 361) 
backed by a rotary vane mechanical pump (Leybold D-16).  The anions separate further as they 
pass through the VMI interaction region, before being detected by the ion MCP.  The MCP 
output is monitored using a digitial oscilloscope.  The mass spectrum is calibrated against known 
masses, and a resolution of Δm/m of 0.39% is achievable.  An example is shown in Figure 3.3. 
This mass spectrum was generated from flowing neat Ar over liquid CH3I, generating a variety 
of atomic and cluster anions.
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Figure 3.3: An example mass spectrum resulting from neat argon flowed over CH3I.
3.4 Production and Detection of Photoelectrons
3.4.1 Laser System
A dye laser (Cobra Stretch Pulsed Dye Laser, Sirah Laser- und Plasmatechnik
GmbH) was used for the experiments in this work.  The dye laser is pumped by the second or 
third harmonic (532nm or 335nm) output from a Neodymium Yttrium Aluminum Garnet laser 
(Quanta Ray-INDI-40, Spectra Physics Inc.).  A wide range of dyes is used to produce range of 
wavelengths (450nm-770nm).  The output from the dye laser is passed through a beta barium 
borate (BBO) crystal to produce the second harmonic of this wavelength range.   Each pulse 
from the doubling crystal provides 4-13 mJ per pulse with duration of ~4ns.  For all reported 
experiments,  the laser was polarized parallel  to the plane of the imaging detector and in the 
direction of the ion beam.
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3.4.2 Velocity Map Imaging
Velocity map imaging (VMI) allows for the simultaneous measurement of photoelectron 
angular distributions and photoelectron spectra with near 100% collection efficiency54.  In brief, 
photoelectron VMI focuses electrons of the same initial  velocity to the same point on a two 
dimensional detector.  Assuming the photodetachment laser is linearly polarized parallel to the 
plane of the detector, electron velocities can be extracted from the final image by inverse Abel 
transformation.  This process is detailed in Section 3.5.
A detailed schematic of the VMI interaction region is show in Figure 3.4.  It is composed 
of three electrostatic plates termed the repeller (R), extractor (E), and ground (G) plates.  Each is 
4 inches in diameter, and they are separated by 1 inch.  The extractor and ground plates have 1 
inch diameter hole in the center.   
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of the interaction region in the velocity map imaging setup.  The laser  
beam intersects the ion beam perpendicularly between the repeller (1) and extractor  (2)  
electrodes.  The electrons go through the ground plate (3) and into the  electron  time  of  
flight tube (4), which is shielded by a layer of μ-metal (5).  The electrons collide with the 
MCP imaging detector and phosphor screen (6).  Individual electron impacts are recorded 
and summed by the CCD camera (7).
 During photodetachment, the resulting photelectron cloud is propelled by the electrostatic plates 
through the electron flight tube before colliding with the imaging MCP.  In our instrument, the 
ratio VE/VR ≈ 0.7 provides the lensing effect that satisfies the velocity map imaging condition. 
Typically, the repeller is set to −1000V, while the extractor is fine-tuned from −690 to −710V 
until maximum lensing is achieved.  The actual location of the interaction region, as determined 
by the crossing point of the ion beam and laser beam, determines the optimum voltage ratio 
required to achieve velocity map imaging.
The photodetached electrons travel along a 12.5 cm long electron flight tube.  This tube is 
lined with μ-metal sheets along the inner and outer diameter.  The purpose of these sheets is to 
eliminate the effects of permanent external fields on the electron trajectories.
3.5 Data Processing
The image recorded by the CCD camera represents a two-dimensional projection of an 
initially three-dimensional photoelectron distribution.  A raw photoelectron image representing 
photodetachment from I¯ is shown in Figure 3.5a.  In order to extract useful information from 
this  image,  knowledge of  the initial  three-dimensional  photoelectron  distribution  is  required. 
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This  is  done  mathematically  using  the  basis  set  expansion  (BASEX)  method  employed  by 
Dribinski et al.55 to perform the inverse Abel transformation that extracts the central slice.  Figure 
3.5b shows the effect of this process.
Once the central slice is acquired, the photoelectron spectrum and photoelectron angular 
distribution (PAD) can be extracted.  The momentum domain spectrum is obtained by integrating 
the intensity over all angles at a given radius from the center of the image.  This results in a 
spectrum that describes the intensity as a function of the distance r from the center of the image. 
The radius  r is linearly proportional to velocity  v.  To obtain the energy domain spectrum, the 
Jacobian transformation must be used.  This is implemented as follows:
P(eKE) = P(v)/v
where P(eKE) describes the intensity as a function of electron kinetic energy, and P(v) describes 
the  intensity  as  a  function  of  velocity.   This  process  recovers  the  nascent  energy  space 
distribution of the photoelectrons.  Conservation of energy provides the electron binding energy 
(eBE) of each transition, as in Equation 3.2.
hν = eKE + eBE
eBE is the energy required to remove an electron from a given state of the anion to leave the 
neutral in a particular state.  The photoelectron intensity can be plotted as either eKE or eBE and 
is referred to as the photoelectron spectrum (PES).
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Figure 3.5: Photoelectron  images  of  I− recorded  at  306nm photoexcitation  wavelength.   
Image a) represents the raw image. Image b) shows the inverse Abel transformed image.
The PAD for a single, linearly polarized photon direct detachment process is described by 
the equation:
I(θ)=(σ/4π)[1+βP2(cosθ)],
where I(θ) is the intensity of a spectral feature of interest as a function of the angle from the laser 
photoelectric vector, β represents the anisotropy parameter, and P2(cosθ) is the second Legendre 
polynomial.   By plotting  I(θ)  against  P2(cosθ),  the  β value  can  be  extracted.   β  is  usually 
dependent on eKE.  For a given image, different β values may be extracted for different eKE 
ranges.  The distribution contains information relating to the photodetached electron's  parent 
orbital,  competing  pathways  for  photodetachment,  the  effects  of  anion  resonances,  and 
interactions with residual neutral species.  When considered together, the PAD and PES provide 
a wealth of information regarding photodetachment dynamics.
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Chapter 4
Ab Initio Calculations for the I−·CH3X  Potential 
Energy Curves (X = I, Br, Cl)
4.1 Introduction
Halide  centered  cluster  anion  photodetachment  serves  as  a  good  probe  for  electron 
molecule interactions.  Due to strong localization of the excess electron on the halide, in many 
ways the photodetachment process is comparable to an electron scattering experiment on the 
solvent molecules.  Thus, to properly interpret the results of cluster anion photodetachment, the 
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potential energy surfaces for the neutral and anion states of the solvent are important.  Ab initio 
calculations for these surfaces will be presented in this chapter, but to give context it is first 
helpful to review the experimental results.
Mabbs, et al. reported photoelectron images of photodetachment from I−·CH3X (X = I, 
Br,  Cl)  over  a  photodetachment  energy range of  3.542 eV − 4.592 eV56.   Photodetachment 
images  of I− were collected  for  comparison over  the energy range of  3.351 eV -  4.428 eV. 
Example images are presented in Figure 4.1.  
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Figure 4.1: Photoelectron  images  of  a)  I−,  b)  I−·CH3I,  c)  I−·CH3Br,  and  d)  I−·CH3Cl  
collected at photodetachment wavelength of 330nm.  Raw images are shown on the left, 
while inverse Abel transformed images are on the right.  Transitions I and II are labeled  
for each image.
  
Representative photoelectron spectra are shown in Figure 4.2.  Provided sufficient photon 
energy, images of I− contain two photoelectron bands separated by 0.94 eV, labeled I and II.  
These bands correspond to the transitions:
I) I−(1S0) → I(2P3/2) + e−
II) I−(1S0) → I(2P1/2) + e−
At sufficient photon energy the photoelectron images of the cluster anions also show two bands 
separated by 0.94 eV.  As outlined in Chapter 2, this suggests that the excess electron remains 
localized on the iodine atom before photodetachment.   Furthermore,  the bands in the cluster 
anion spectra are shifted by 0.37 eV (I−·CH3I), 0.36 eV (I−·CH3Br), and 0.35 eV (I−·CH3Cl) as a 
result of solvent stabilization of the anion.
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Figure 4.2: Photoelectron  spectra  for  a)  I−,  b)  I−·CH3I.  c)  I−·CH3Br,  and  d)  I−·CH3Cl  
recorded at photoexcitation wavelength of 280nm.
At specific photon energies near the channel thresholds, a third feature appears in the 
photoelectron spectra of I−·CH3I, presented in Figure 4.3.  This feature occurs at 3.06 eV, and is 
the result of a two photon process within the nanosecond laser pulse wherein the first photon 
generates  a  fragment  I− from  the  cluster  anion,  and  the  second  photon  detaches  from  the 
fragment.  This process is intracluster photoinduced dissociative electron attachment (DEA) as 
detailed in Chapter 2.  
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Figure 4.3:  Photoelectron spectrum of I−·CH3I recorded at photoexcitation wavelength of 355 
nm.   The expanded picture  shows the emergence  of  feature  X.                     
It is clear from the similarities between the cluster anion and bare I− photoelectron spectra 
of Figure 4.2 that the excess charge within the cluster is localized on the iodine atom.  The bands 
are typically narrow and the spin orbit splitting is preserved.  Therefore, the PAD from each 
cluster anion should strongly resemble that of I− photodetachment, barring any interactions with 
the solvent molecule.  The β values with respect to eKE are presented in Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.4: β values as a function of eKE for the 2P3/2 transition in I− and I−CH3X (X = I,  Cl,  
Br) photodetachment.
Each of the cluster anion distributions shows some degree of deviation with respect to that of I−. 
The evolution of I−·CH3Cl β values closely resembles that of I− with the exception of a rapid 
change in anisotropy at 0.94 eV.  The PAD for I−·CH3Br begins with an isotropic distribution, 
but as eKE increases, the β values become more negative.  β also changes rapidly at 0.94 eV for 
I−·CH3Br.  At higher eKE β becomes less negative.  Qualitatively, the I−·CH3Br PAD resembles 
that of I−, in the sense that β initially decreases from zero, although shifted to slightly higher 
anisotropy values.  The PAD for I−·CH3I is strikingly different and close to isotropic at all eKEs 
displayed  in  Figure  4.4.   This  β  evolution  also  contains  a  sharp  change  at  0.94  eV.  These 
deviations are caused by temporary anion states located in the continuum of the neutral.  The 
deviation at 0.94 eV is present for all of the cluster anions and was explained in Chapter 2 as the 
result of an interfering alternative detachment pathway brought upon by a dipole bound state 
located in the neutral continuum just below the 2P1/2 threshold.  Accessing this state presents two 
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isoenergetic  photodetachment  pathways  (Equation  4.2a  and  4.2b)  along  with  a  dissociative 
pathway (Equation 4.2c):
I−·CH3X + hν → I(2P3/2)CH3X + e−
I−·CH3X + hν → I(2P1/2)(CH3X)− → I(2P3/2)CH3X + e−
I−·CH3X + hν → I(2P1/2)·(CH3X)− → I(2P1/2) + CH3 + X−
The resonance state embedded in the neutral continuum gives rise to two competing isoenergtic 
photodetachment  pathways,  presented in Equation  4.2a) and Equation 4.2b).   Equation  4.2a) 
describes direct photodetachment  from the cluster anion to the neutral  continuum.  Equation 
4.2b) describes the indirect photodetachment transition that allows capture of the ejected electron 
into the resonance state embedded in the neutral continuum before being detached. 
The interference  of  two such pathways  leads  to  an asymmetric  profile  of the overall 
cross-section which can be expressed as the Fano formula57,58:
σ = σa + σb(q + ε)2/(1+ε2)
σ describes the total cross section, while σa  represents the cross section for detachment directly 
into  the  continuum,  and  σb  represents  excitation  to  an  anion  state  coupled  strongly  to  the 
continuum, representing an autodetachment pathway59,60.  The Fano parameter q quantitatively 
describes the degree of asymmetry of the resonance from the interference of the two alternate 
photodetachment pathways61,62,63,64.  ε represents the reduced energy:
ε = (E − Er)/(Γ/2)
Er is the peak energy of the resonance, and Γ is the width of the resonance. 
The data  of  Figure  4.4 do not  show the  overall  cross  sections,  but  rather  reflect  the 
differential  cross section in  the  2P3/2 channel.   Nevertheless,  it  is  the interference  of the two 
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competing  channels  discussed  above  which  is  responsible  for  the  sharp  change  as  the  2P1/2 
threshold region is accessed. There exists another temporary anion state in the neutral continuum 
associated with electron capture into the σ* antibonding orbital of the solvent molecule.  The 
large deviation in the PAD active over the energy range of the experiment for I−·CH3I relative to 
I− indicates the strong influence of the σ* resonance on the detachment process.  The PAD for 
I−·CH3Cl suggests a similar pathway is absent for this cluster anion at these energies.  I−·CH3Br 
presents an intermediate case, and will be examined in greater detail in the next section.  This 
data  suggests  that  I−·CH3I  photodetachment  easily  accesses  the  σ*  state,  while  I−·CH3Cl 
photdetachment does not access it at all for the photon energies in this experiment.  Figure 4.5 
provides a schematic for the neutral and anion potential energy surfaces for each of the methyl 
halide molecules.  
Figure 4.5: Pseudo-diatomic morse potential sketch of the neutral (black) and anion (red)  
potential energy surfaces for a) CH3I, b) CH3Br, and c) CH3Cl.  
These schematic potentials are used only to illustrate the interpretation of the data.  Figure 4.5a 
shows the neutral (black) and anion (red) potentials for CH3I.  The close proximity of these states 
leads to the interaction observed in the data.  For CH3Cl (Figure 4.5c), these potentials are much 
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further apart.  To access the anion state, much larger photon energies would be necessary than 
those used in this experiment.  The anion potential for CH3Br (Figure 4.5b) is an intermediate 
case.  The distance between the anion and neutral curves, or vertical attachment energy (VAE), is 
larger that that for CH3I, but smaller than CH3Cl.  
The electron-molecule interactions observed in cluster anion photodetachment appear to 
coincide with similar interactions observed in electron scattering experiments.  To gain further 
insight  into  these  processes  and  to  serve  as  a  guide  to  how  to  treat  the  systems  studied 
experimentally later in this dissertation, we present more accurate calculations of the relevant 
potential energy curves here.
4.2 Results and Discussion
Ab initio potential energy surface scans were performed at the MP2 level, using the aug-
cc-pVDZ basis set for C, H, Cl, and Br, while using aug-cc-pVDZ-pp for I.  For each scan, the  
C-X bond length was stretched by intervals of 0.01 Å, and the remaining bond lengths and angles 
were allowed to relax to the most favorable geometry.  These calculations were carried out using 
quadratic convergence with Gaussian 0365.  The results appear in Figure 4.6.  
The broad trend remains the same as those observed in Figure 4.5, in that the vertical  
attachment energy (VAE) from the neutral (black curve) to the anion (red curve) increases in the 
same order: CH3I (0.49 eV), CH3Br (0.64 eV), CH3Cl (0.72 eV). However, the shapes of the 
anion potentials are different in the ab initio calculations. The neutral (black) curve is essentially 
the same, but the anion (red) curve appears to have two components. 
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Figure 4.6: Ab initio potential  energy surfaces  calculated  for  a)  CH3I,  b)  CH3Br,  and c)  
CH3Cl.  The red curve represents the anion surface, while the black curve represents the  
neutral.   The  green  and  blue  curves  are  extrapolated  curves  that  represent  the  two  
components for the anion potential.
The green and blue lines in figure 4.6 emphasize this by extrapolating each part of the anion 
curve.  This was done only to illustrate the contributions to the anion curve.  The extrapolation 
does not represent a rigorous calculation of the energies of the relevant anion states.  The low 
bond distance contribution was extrapolated by fitting a 4th order polynomial to the calculated 
potential (blue curve), while an exponential decay was fit to the larger bond distance contribution 
(green curve).  At large separation,  the anion curve does seem to be a  dissociative state  that 
ultimately leads to X− formation.  It is worth noting that the VAE for the extrapolated green 
curve also increases in the same order as for the blue curve:  CH3I (0.64eV), CH3Br (1.70 eV), 
CH3Cl (3.53 eV).  However, in the VAE region, the calculation converges to something else. 
The short range contribution exhibits a local minimum and therefore corresponds to a virtual 
non-dissociative anion state.  
Before discussing the specific nature of the anion states in these calculations, it is helpful 
to review the general nature of ground and excited states and the spectral consequences of each. 
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A ground state  can be thought  of  as  having an infinite  lifetime.   According to  time-energy 
uncertainty relationship: 
tπ
h
E
Δ2
≥Δ
ΔE is the uncertainty in energy,  Δt the uncertainty in time, and  h is Planck's constant.  This 
relationship suggests that a state with an infinitely long lifetime has a perfectly defined energy 
eigenvalue,  and therefore,  an infinitely  narrow distribution  of  energies.   Conversely,  excited 
states are subject to spontaneous decay and have shorter lifetimes.  This leads to a system with 
poorly defined states associated with a range of energies.  This behavior is summarized in the 
linewidth-lifetime equation presented in Equation 4.6 and is commonly referred to as lifetime 
broadening66.
πτ
h
2•
=Γ
Γ appears in Equation 4.4 and represents the energy spread of the state.  It is equal to the full-
width at half-maximum.  τ represents the lifetime of the state, and is analogous to Δt in Equation 
4.5.  
The anion curves presented in Figure 4.6 exist in the scattering continuum of the ground 
state neutral potential.  Therefore, the anion state has a finite lifetime and exists over a range of 
energies.  In the cluster anion photodetachment scheme, this indicates the anion resonance can be 
accessed over a range of photodetachment energies, and thus, the anisotropy deviations would 
extend over a  range of electron  kinetic  energies.   In  particular,  this  applies  to  the I−·CH3Br 
photodetachment results presented earlier.  These results were described as an intermediate case, 
in that the β values were shifted somewhat with respect to I−, but much less so than for I−·CH3I. 
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Lifetime  broadening  allows  the  CH3Br  resonance  to  be  accessed  with  the  photodetachment 
energies in this experiment as it extends the wings of the resonance into energetically accessible 
regions.  Unlike CH3I, the entirety of the resonance is not accessible for CH3Br at these energies, 
and thus the electron molecule interactions are reduced.
To gain further insight into the nature of the excited anion state, the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) associated with this state was calculated at a variety of C-X bond 
distances.  Figure 4.7 provides the orbital evolution of CH3I and is representative of the other 
methyl halide results.    
Figure 4.7: Representative images of the (CH3I)− orbital at different C-I bond distances.  The 
bond distance is shown in Angstroms in the top right corner of each image.  The CH3I 
framework is shown on the left.
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The CH3I framework is shown on the left for reference.  The C-I bond distance is shown above 
and to the left of each orbital.  At short bond distances, the orbital is largely diffuse and located 
away from the molecular framework.  As the bond distance is increased, the orbital amplitude 
increases along the C-I bond.  There is a stark change in the orbital from 2.3 to 2.4 Å.  At 2.3 Å, 
the orbital is still largely concentrated outside of the molecular framework, with some amplitude 
along the C-I bond.  At 2.4 Å, the amplitude is spread throughout the molecule in a covalent 
orbital.  As the distance increases further, the amplitude shifts onto the iodine atom, while the 
amplitude diminishes on the CH3 framework.  Between 3.1 to 3.3 Å, the p-orbital of I− becomes 
recognizable.  As the ion dissociates, the highest occupied orbital localizes on the iodine atom. 
The orbital behavior at long C-I distances is best described as a covalent antibonding orbital, and 
is well understood.  The short range behavior is much more interesting.  The diffuse nature of the 
orbital along with its location away from the molecular framework is reminiscent of a dipole 
bound anion.  
Dipole bound anions are formed when a strongly polar molecule binds an electron.  The 
excess electron orbital is diffuse and located predominantly away from the molecular framework, 
much like a Rydberg orbital.  As a result, the electron is bound weakly to the neutral molecule, 
with binding energies measured in the tens of meV.  Theoretical and experimental data suggest 
that a critical dipole moment of 2.0-2.5 Debye is required to support a dipole bound state67,68. 
According to this, the dipole moments for CH3I (1.62 D), CH3Cl (1.9 D) and CH3Br (1.85 D) are 
too small to support a dipole bound state.  In other words, the dipole bound anion is less stable 
than  the  neutral  for  these  species,  and  exists  in  the  neutral  scattering  continuum  in  the 
calculations  presented  in  Figure  4.6.   However,  the  energies  for  the  dipole  bound  regions 
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presented in Figure 4.6 are not entirely accurate.  To more accurately represent the diffuse nature 
of the dipole bound anion, supplemental diffuse functions are necessary in the basis sets for the 
calculation.  These were not included in Figure 4.6.  
Figure 4.7 shows the ab initio calculated potential energy curves for CH3X (X = I, Br, Cl) 
using supplemental diffuse functions.  These calculations were carried out at the MP2 level using 
Gaussian 03.  The calculations were performed with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set for C, H, Br, and 
Cl, and the aug-cc-pVDZ-pp basis set for I.  Three additional s and p diffuse functions were 
added for the carbon atom.  The s exponents were:  0.00938, 0.001876, and 0.0003752.  The p 
exponents were:  0.008082, 0.0016164, and 0.00032328.  These exponents were scaled values of 
the outermost s and p functions of the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set of carbon with a progression factor 
of 1/5.  This method was used by Takayanagi to calculate dipole bound states of acetonitrile  
cluster anions.69
Figure 4.8: Ab initio potential  energy surfaces  calculated  for  a)  CH3I,  b)  CH3Br,  and c)  
CH3Cl.  The red curve represents the anion surface, while the black curve represents the  
neutral.  The blue curve is an extrapolated representation of the σ* contribution to the 
anion state.
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The broad trend is  the same as the previous calculation.   The black curve shows the 
neutral  for  each  molecule,  while  the  red  represents  the  anion.   Much  like  the  previous 
calculation,  the  anion  state  has  two  contributions:   a  minimum  at  low  separation,  and  a 
dissociative  state  at  large separation  (blue curve).   The energies  of these contributions  have 
changed significantly.   The  gap between the  dipole bound region and the  neutral  curve  has 
decreased greatly.  This was to be expected, as the dipole moment for these molecules is just 
below the critical value for binding electrons.  Therefore, the virtual dipole bound state should lie 
at  only slightly higher  energy than the  neutral  curve.   Furthermore,  the energies  for  the σ* 
contribution have been shifted to much higher energy values.  While the VAE follows the same 
trend for the extrapolated σ* contribution, increasing in the order:  CH3I (1.43 eV), CH3Br (3.07 
eV),  CH3Cl (3.58 eV),  the accuracy of  these  values  is  unclear.   This  is  much closer  to  the 
experimental attachment energies observed in electron scattering data of 1.44 eV (CH3I), 2.4 eV 
(CH3Br), and 3.45 eV (CH3Cl).70,71
The calculations disagree quantitatively, but they show the same qualitative trends.  The 
potential energy curves show that the anion CH3X state has two contributions:  a virtual dipole 
bound state  at  low separation  and  the  dissociative  σ* state.    Despite  the  difference  in  the 
absolute VAE values, both calculations show the same VAE trend which also is consistent with 
electron transmission spectroscopy results72,73,74 and the experimental PAD data.  The relatively 
low VAE for CH3I allows access to the excited anion state at  lower photon energies during 
I−·CH3I photodetachment, which leads to the observed β deviation.  The higher VAE for CH3Br 
only  permits  access  to  the  wings  of  the  σ* resonance  for  I−·CH3Br photodetachment  at  the 
photon energies used in this experiment, resulting in minor β deviation.  The VAE of CH3Cl is 
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sufficiently  high  that  the  anion resonance  cannot  be accessed  at  these  photon energies,  and 
therefore no β deviation is observed.
 4.3 Summary
Ab initio potential energy surface calculations were performed for the CH3X (X=I, Br, 
Cl)  neutral  and anion states to provide insight on earlier  photodetachment  work on I−·CH3X 
cluster  anions  and to  introduce  the  theoretical  methods  used  to  interpret  the  results  of  later 
chapters.  Photodetachment within the cluster is in many ways analogous to electron scattering, 
hence the need for these potentials.  The calculated results correlate well with the cluster anion 
photodetachment data.  Additionally, these calculations provide further insight on the anion state 
accessed during photodetachment.   These  calculations  suggest  the  molecular  anion adiabatic 
ground  state  can  be  described  by  two  components:   a  virtual  dipole  bound  orbital  at  low 
intermolecular bond distances, and the σ* antibonding orbital at larger bond distances.
The energy curves provided by these calculations are vital to interpreting the results from 
cluster anion photodetachment experiments.  These calculations show an apparent connection 
between the VAE to the resonance and the broad trend in the β values.  Although the connection 
is important, later results in Chapters 5 (I−·C2H5X (X = I, Br, Cl) ) and 6 (I−·CH2X2 (X=I, Br, 
Cl) ) demonstrate that this is an overly simplistic interpretation.  Chapter 7 provides a summary 
of Chapters 4-6, while also suggesting experiments to be conducted in the future.
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Chapter 5
Photodetachment Studies of I−·C2H5X 
(X= I, Cl, Br)
5.1 Introduction
Iodide centered cluster anion photoelectron imaging provides a wealth of information 
relating to electron scattering processes.  The virtual anion states and resonances accessed during 
cluster  anion  photodetachment  correlate  well  with  the  potential  energy  surfaces  relevant  to 
electron-molecule  scattering  processes,  as  shown  in  Chapter  4.   In  these  experiments,  the 
localized  electron  of  the  iodine  atom is  ejected  at  a  specific  kinetic  energy  tunable  by  the 
photodetachment  energy.   The solvent  molecule  is  comparable  to  the  target  molecule  in  an 
electron  scattering  experiment.   In  this  molecular  scale  electron  scattering  experiment,  the 
departing electron angular distribution and spectrum can be compared with the atomic iodide 
signature.  Any significant interaction with the molecule will cause the cluster anion PAD to 
deviate from the bare anion.  The velocity map imaging (VMI) technique has been utilized to 
detect these deviations. 
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It has already been made clear in Chapters 2 and 4 that the VMI technique is sensitive to 
the  interactions  of  the  departing  electron  and  the  neutral  cluster  substituents.   This  chapter 
examines the effect of specific solvent structure on the PAD, expanding the studies of electron-
methyl  halide interactions presented in Chapter 4 by altering the target  molecule.   Here,  the 
results of photoelectron imaging of I−·C2H5X (X=I, Br, Cl) cluster anions are presented.  As in 
Chapter 4, ab initio calculations relate the experimental data to the electron scattering potential 
energy surfaces.
5.2 Experimental Details
A detailed  description  of  experimental  methods  is  outlined  in  Chapter  3.   Only  the 
experimental  parameters  specific  to  this  chapter  will  be  discussed  here.   The  cluster  anions 
I−·C2H5X (X = I, Cl, Br) were created in the pulsed discharge ionization source.  The initial gas 
mixtures were prepared by diluting the ethyl  halide of interest in Ar to a five to ten percent 
concentration. The resulting gas mixture was flowed over liquid CH3I at a stagnation pressure of 
50-80 psi before entering the pulsed discharge.  
Images were accumulated over the course of 3000 to 6000 laser shots.  To account for 
background noise, the laser timing is changed by 5 μs, and a background image is acquired for an 
equivalent  number of laser shots.   The background image is then subtracted from the signal 
image.   Images  were  acquired  for  each  of  the  ethyl  halide  cluster  anions  at  individual 
wavelengths  from  360nm  to  270nm.   Several  images  were  collected  for  each  wavelength 
allowing the standard deviation to serve as a measure of precision of the β value measured across 
the full width at half maximum of the spectral feature of interest.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Photoelectron Images
Photoelectron images were collected from 360nm to 270nm for each of the ethyl halide 
cluster anions, I−·C2H5X (X=I, Br, Cl).  Figure 5.1 shows representative raw images recorded at a 
photon energy of 4.397 eV, along with the inverse Abel transformed images for each cluster 
anion.  There are two predominant features in each image, labeled I and II.  
Figure  5.1:   Raw  photoelectron  images  recorded  at  4.397  eV  photon  energy  for  a)  
I−·C2H5I,  b)  I−·C2H5Br,  c)  I−·C2H5Cl.   The  inverse  Abel  transformed  images  are  
presented for d) I−·C2H5I, e) I−·C2H5Br, and f) I−·C2H5Cl
a
b
c
d
e
f
I
II
I
II
I
II
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Figure 5.2 shows example photoelectron spectra for each of the cluster anions at 4.46 eV photon 
energy.   Provided  sufficient  photoexcitation  energy,  there  are  two  bands  in  each  spectrum 
presented corresponding to features I and II in Figure 5.1.  The bands I and II are separated by 
0.94 eV for each of the cluster anions. 
Figure 5.2:   Photoelectron  spectra  recorded at  photodetachment  energy of  4.46 eV for  the  
cluster anions a) I−·C2H5I, b) I−·C2H5Br, and c) I−·C2H5Cl.
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 These bands are similar to the two bands observed in I− photodetachment,  corresponding to 
transitions:
I−(1S0) → I(2P3/2) + e−
I−(1S0) → I(2P1/2) + e−
However,  the  transitions  I  and II  observed in  the cluster  anion photodetachment  are  shifted 
somewhat (0.40eV for C2H5I, 0.39 for C2H5Br, and 0.38eV for C2H5Cl).  For each of the ethyl 
halide cluster anions studied, there is structure in the photoelectron spectrum at electron binding 
energies just above the 2P3/2 transition origin.  Figure 5.3 provides representative spectra showing 
these features.  These spectra were obtained at a lower photoexcitation energy, and thus produce 
lower eKEs.  The resulting higher resolution allows for observation of the higher binding energy 
features associated with band I. 
Figure 5.3: A series of photoelectron spectra are presented for a) I−·C2H5I, b) I−·C2H5Br, and 
c) I−·C2H5Cl that highlight the emergence of vibrational transitions.
There also exists a feature in the I−·C2H5I photoelectron spectra presented in Figures 5.2 
and 5.3 labeled Y.  This feature occurs at 3.06 eV.
a b c
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(5.1)
Figure 5.4 shows a series of photoelectron images of I−·C2H5I with increasing photon 
energy ranging from 3.502 eV to 3.668 eV.  As the photon energy is increased, the outer ring 
(transition I) becomes larger, as expected.  
Figure 5.4:  Photoelectron images of a) I−·C2H5I depicting the emergence and disappearance of a 
photodetachment  event  that  is  independent  of  photon  energy.   Similar  behavior  is  
observed in b) I−·C2H5Br and c) I−·C2H5Cl.  The eKE for the outer feature is shown below 
each image.
a
b
c
   0.042 eV                 0.165 eV
   0.082 eV                0.187 eV
   0.123 eV                0.208 eV
0.197 eV            0.240 eV
0.154 eV                     0.207 eV
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However, for photon energies within 0.2 eV of threshold, there remains a feature in the center of 
the image that does not change with photon energy.  The final image of the series shows the 
disappearance of the feature above 0.2 eV of threshold.  Figure 5.4 b and c show that there is a  
similar disappearance of the central feature for I−·C2H5Br and I−·C2H5Cl.
5.3.2 Photoelectron Angular Distributions
The photoelectron images were analyzed according to the procedure described in Chapter 
3 to extract the photoelectron angular distributions.  In Figure 5.5 the variation in the PAD is 
represented by plotting  β for channel I as a function of eKE.  Each data point represents the 
average anisotropy value taken over the FWHM of the channel I 0-0 transition where possible or 
the whole band where the vibrational structure cannot be resolved.  The error bars represent the 
standard deviation over a number of images recorded at the same photon energy.  
The PADs for I−·C2H5Br and I−·C2H5Cl are very similar, and both are similar to the PAD 
from I− photodetachment, with the lone exception of a peak observed at approximately 0.94 eV. 
This  feature is  also present  in  the I−·C2H5I  PAD evolution  with eKE, and was explained in 
Chapter 2 as the result of an interfering photodetachment pathway that arises in the vicinity of a 
virtual dipole bound state associated with an excited neutral state.  The anisotropy parameters of 
I−·C2H5Br and I−·C2H5Cl are close to zero near the channel I threshold.  As the eKE is increased, 
the anisotropy parameter becomes more negative, eventually reaching −0.9.  After the peak near 
the channel II threshold, the β values become slightly less negative.   The PAD evolution for 
I−·C2H5I is significantly different.  As for I−·C2H5Br and I−·C2H5Cl, the PAD is isotropic near the 
channel I threshold.   
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Figure 5.5: Photoelectron angular distributions for the 2P3/2 transition of I− and I−·C2H5X  
(X=I, Br, Cl) plotted against eKE.
However, the distribution remains almost isotropic as the eKE is increased up to approximately 
0.6 eV.  Subsequently, the β values become more negative, and continue to do so after the peak 
at the channel II threshold.  
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Photoelectron Spectra
The  similarity  between  I− photoelectron  spectra  and  the  ethyl  halide  cluster  anion 
photoelectron spectra is due to the localization of the excess charge onto the iodine atom within 
the cluster, as noted in Chapter 2.  By analogy to Equation 5.1, channels I and II observed in the 
ethyl halide photoelectron spectra correspond to the following transitions:
I(1S0)−·C2H5X → I(2P3/2)·C2H5X + e− (5.2I)
I(1S0)−·C2H5X → I(2P1/2)·C2H5X + e− (5.2II)
For ease of discussion, these transitions will be referred to by the final state of the neutral iodine 
atom accessed, 2P3/2 and 2P1/2.  The origin of band X in the I−·C2H5I spectra will be explained in 
section 5.4.3.
The  partially  resolved  structure  observed  in  the  I  band  of  each  spectrum at  photon 
energies just above the 2P3/2 threshold has been assigned to vibrational transitions. As described 
in Chapter 2, this is related to the initial cluster anion geometry.  Table 1 provides a list of bond 
angles and distances for each of the ethyl halides with and without the presence of the I− anion. 
The atom labels from the table correspond with the labels in Figure 5.6.  These values were 
extracted from geometry optimizations calculated at the MP2 level with Gaussian 0365.  The aug-
cc-pvdz basis set was used for the C, H, Br, and Cl atoms, while aug-cc-pvdz-pp was used for I.  
The primary bond length distortion occurs along the H-C-C-X backbone for each ethyl halide.  
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Figure 5.6: Labeling schematic for the ethyl halide bonds and angles presented in Table 5.1
Cluster Anion H-C1 Bond C1-C2 Bond C2-X Bond C1C2X Angle
HC1C2 
Angle
I−·C2H5I 1.1021 Å 1.5462 Å 2.237 Å 111.263° 106.8438°
C2H5I 1.1036 Å 1.5222 Å 2.1498 Å 111.162° 109.967°
Percentage 
Difference
0.06800 1.56433 3.975563 .0905473 2.88086
I−·C2H5Br 1.1014 Å 1.5170 Å 1.9868 Å 110.6378° 106.7202°
C2H5Br 1.1064 Å 1.5472 Å 2.0427 Å 111.0436° 109.2232°
Percentage 
Difference
0.455651 1.974408 2.774524 0.3660 2.318
I−·C2H5Cl 1.10151 Å 1.51618 Å 1.84138 Å 110.84745° 105.40035°
C2H5Cl 1.10262 1.5207 Å 1.81027 Å 110.80047° 109.38296°
Percentage 
Difference
0.10072 0.14884 1.7039 0.04239 3.70844
Table 5.1:  List of bond lengths and angles along the H-C-C-X backbone for each ethyl halide  
with and without the presence of I− are presented.  The percentage difference  is  also  
calculated.   All values are the result  of  ab initio calculations.   See section 5.4.1 for  
details.
This distorted geometry increases the Franck-Condon overlap of the anion ground state with v > 
0 levels of the neutral excited state, allowing greater access to vibrationally excited states during 
X
C
2 C
1
H
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vertical  excitation,  as  seen  in  the  photoelectron  spectra  of  Figure  5.3.   The  most  likely 
contributor to this vibrational excitation is the elongation of the C2−X bond.
5.4.2 Photoelectron Angular Distributions
Chapter  2 demonstrated the wealth of information contained in  the PAD, specifically 
relating to electron-molecule interactions.  Such interactions cause a deviation in the PAD with 
respect to bare I−.  Chapter 4 correlated this deviation with the potential energy surfaces of the 
neutral and anion alkyl halide species.  The calculated potential energy curves relevant to this 
chapter are presented in Figure 5.7.  These curves were calculated using a scan wherein the C-X 
bond length was changed in 0.01 Å intervals  while  the other  bond lengths  and angles were 
allowed to relax.  This was done at the MP2 level using Gaussian 03 i.  The aug-cc-pVDZ basis 
set was used for the C, H, N, Br, and Cl atoms.  Aug-cc-pVDZ-pp was used for the I atom.  Due 
to  the  possible  importance  of  electron-dipole  moment  interactions,  three  additional  s  and  p 
diffuse functions were added for the carbon atom that is bonded directly to the halogen.  The s 
exponents  were:   0.00938,  0.001876,  and  0.0003752.   The  p  exponents  were:   0.008082, 
0.0016164, and 0.00032328.   These exponents  were scaled values  of  the  outermost  s  and p 
functions of the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set of carbon with a progression factor of 1/5 following the 
method of Takayanagi applied to the dipole bound states of acetonitrile cluster anions lii.    The 
neutral curve is represented in black, while the anion curve is in red.  A 4th order polynomial  
function (blue) was fit to the long range portion of the anion curve to allow extrapolation into the 
VAE region.   This extrapolated curve is not a rigorous representation of the energies for the σ* 
state, but it can be used to provide an estimate of the VAE.
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Figure 5.7: The  ab  initio potential  energy  curves  were  calculated  for  a)  C2H5I,  b)  
C2H5Br, and c) C2H5Cl using supplemental diffuse functions.  For each molecule, the  
black curve represents the neutral  surface and red the anion.  The blue curve is  the  
extrapolated σ* contribution to the anion ground state.
The extrapolations suggest vertical attachment energies (VAEs) of 0.99 eV (C2H5I), 1.48 
eV (C2H5Br), and 2.41 eV (C2H5Cl).  The following attachment energies have been obtained by 
electron transmission spectroscopy:  0.50 eV (C2H5I), 1.26 eV (C2H5Br), and 2.35 eV (C2H5Cl). 
While the absolute values differ, the calculated VAE trend is consistent with electron scattering 
datalv,lvi ,lvii.  Similar to Chapter 4, the relative VAE values indicate the energies at which the σ* 
state can be accessed, and therefore, might be expected to predict the amount of deviation in the 
β values for cluster anion photodetachment in comparison to bare I− photodetachment.  Much 
like  the  methyl  halide  data,  the  smallest  calculated  VAE (C2H5I)  corresponds  to  the  largest 
deviation in the PAD (I−·C2H5I) relative to I−.  Lifetime broadening of the σ* resonance allows 
access to this state over a range of eKEs, hence the range of eKEs where the β deviations are 
observed.  The largest calculated VAE (C2H5Cl) corresponds to the smallest β value deviation 
(I−·C2H5I).   By  analogy  to  methyl  chloride  results  this  suggests  that  even  with  lifetime 
broadening,  the σ* state  is  not  accessed  at  these  photon energies.   The VAE calculated  for 
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C2H5Br lies between those of C2H5I and C2H5Cl.  However there are little to no deviations in β 
for I−·C2H5Br cluster anion photodetachment.  This implies that the σ* state for C2H5Br, while 
lower in energy than that for C2H5Cl, is still inaccessible at these photon energies.  However, this 
is surprising since VAE (CH3Br) = 2.4 eV, but here the σ* resonance shows a clear effect in the 
PAD (Chapter 4).
 Thus far,  only the VAE to the resonance  state  has been considered,  however,  other 
properties of this state may be significant.  It is important to remember that the excited anion 
state has a limited lifetime, and thus its energy is not well defined.  As described in the previous 
chapter, this broadens the anion resonance significantly.  The amount of broadening is inversely 
proportional to the lifetime of the resonance.  This lifetime is, among other things, proportional  
to the VAE.  Therefore, the anion resonance associated with molecules possessing larger VAE 
values, for instance CH3Br, are wider than those for molecules with smaller VAE values, such as 
C2H5Br.  The empirically determined σ* scattering resonance broadening trend for bromoalkanes 
is presented in Equation 5.375.
ΔE = 0.755EVAE1.452
ΔE is  the  width  characterized  by  electron  transmission  spectroscopy.   EVAE is  the  vertical 
attachment energy.  Another important characteristic of resonances is the resonance phase shift, 
δres, which represents the change in phase between the absence and presence of the resonance. 
δres relates to the scattering cross section in the following manner:
σtotal = lres
l
δl
k
π 2
2 sin)1+2(
4
∑
  G. Breit and E. P. Wigner derived an equation that describes the behavior of the resonance 
phase shift at energies close to the resonance energy (Equation 5.5).
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Γ is equivalent to ΔE, and Eres is the VAE.  In the Breit-Wigner formula, the sin2δres term reaches 
a maximum at E = VAE, and falls to zero at energies away from the VAE.  This sharp change in 
the  resonance  phase  shift  can  be  used  to  characterize  the  lifetime  broadening  of  the  anion 
resonances.   The  Breit-Wigner  formula  effectively  plots  the  relative  electron  capture  cross 
section for each resonance.  Figure 5.8 shows the plots of this equation for CH3Br and C2H5Br, 
utilizing the experimentally determined VAEs and the resonance widths empirically determined 
from Equation 5.3.  The wings of the CH3Br schematic resonance (black curve) extend to lower 
energies than those of C2H5Br (red curve).  It must be noted that sin2δres in the low energy wings 
of either resonance in Figure 5.8 is not massively different.  However, this behavior offers a 
plausible explanation that the wings of the CH3Br resonance are accessed at the photon energies 
used in these experiments, but the C2H5Br resonance is not accessed.  In particular, we should 
bear  in  mind  that  the  empirical  expression  in  Equation  5.3  was  determined  from ETS data 
assuming p-wave capture.  In the cluster anion experiments, the electron is localized on the I 
atom, essentially in a p orbital prior to photodetachment.  Detachment from an atomic p orbital 
produces  only  s-  and  d-electrons.   Viewing  the  cluster  detachment  as  atomic  detachment 
followed  by  interaction  with  the  target  molecule,  the  resonances  accessed  are  likely  to  be 
associated with d-wave capture.  If we treat the angular momentum barrier encountered by the 
departing electron as spherically symmetric (demonstrated by Aflatooni and Burrow76), Wigner's 
threshold law77 requires that the resonance width depends on energy as Γ ∝ EVAEl + 0.5.
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Figure 5.8:   Schematic representation of the lifetime broadening for the C2H5Br and CH3Br  
resonances.  The resonance widths were calculated from Equation 5.3.
 Γ is the resonance width, E represents the VAE, and l is the angular momentum of the electron. 
This  relation  indicates  that  resonances  associated  with  capture  of  d-wave  electrons  are 
significantly broader than those associated with the capture of p-wave electrons.  The exponent 
in  Equation  5.3 is  increased  by 1 to  reflect  capture  of  d-wave electrons  rather  than  p-wave 
electrons.   This is not a rigorous calculation for the resonance widths, but provides a rough 
illustration  of  relative  broadening of  the anion state  associated  with capture of  p or  d-wave 
electrons.  Figure 5.9 plots these resonances with the modified equation to incorporate d-wave 
capture. The CH3Br resonance (black curve) related to d-wave capture is much wider than that of 
C2H5Br (red curve).  
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Figure 5.9: Schematic representation of the lifetime broadening for the C2H5Br and CH3Br 
resonances.   The  resonance  widths  were  calculated  from Equation  5.3,  modified  to  
incorporate the capture of d-wave electrons.
The wing of the CH3Br resonance now extends to much lower energies than that of C2H5Br.  
The empirically determined broadening-resonance energy relationship for chloroalkanes 
is of a similar form (Equation 5.6)vi.
ΔE = 0.51EVAE1.44
Figure 5.10 illustrates the difference between broadening for bromoalkanes and chloroalkanes. 
Bromomethane and chloroethane have approximately the same VAE as determined by ETS (2.4 
eV for CH3Br and 2.35 eV for C2H5Cl).  The anion resonances are represented by plotting each 
as  a  gaussian  distribution  whose  full  width  at  half  maximum  (FWHM)  is  determined  by 
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Equations 5.3 and 5.5.  Much like Figure 5.9, the equations describing the width of the resonance 
have  been  modified  to  incorporate  capture  of  d-wave  electrons.   The  CH3Br  (black  curve) 
resonance  is  broader  than  that  of  C2H5Cl  (red  curve).   The  wings  of  the  CH3Br  resonance 
therefore extend to lower energies, and can be accessed at relatively lower photon energies than 
that of C2H5Cl.  For this reason, the σ* resonance may be accessed at the photon energies used to 
detach  from  I−∙CH3Br,  however  it  is  not  accessed  at  similar  energies  used  to  detach  from 
I−∙C2H5Cl.
This  discussion  shows  that  the  relatively  simplistic  VAE  view  of  anion  resonance 
behavior  is  not  adequate.   At  the  minimum,  the  resonance  width  must  also  be  included. 
Furthermore,  a difference between ETS results  and cluster  anion excitation may arise  in the 
angular momentum of the captured e−.  The ETS literature assumes capture of p-wave electrons. 
Implementing  d-wave  capture  into  the  empirically  determined  equations  greatly  affects  the 
resonance widths.  It is also likely that the resonance energy for d e− capture is different than for 
p e− capture. 
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Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of the lifetime broadening for the C2H5Br and CH3Br 
resonances.  The resonance widths were calculated from Equations 5.3.
5.4.3 Explaining the Presence of Feature Y
The I−·C2H5I spectrum presented in Figure 5.2 shows three predominant photoelectron 
features.  Bands I and II have already been attributed to transitions equivalent to the I− 2P3/2 and 
2P1/2 channels.  The feature labeled Y is located at 3.06 eV, and is associated with a negative 
anisotropy parameter.  Figure 5.11 shows the evolution of this feature with respect to photon 
energy.   A horizontal  dotted black line shows the threshold for the  2P3/2 channel at  3.46 eV. 
Below the 2P3/2 channel threshold, a peak is observed in the 3.44 eV photoelectron spectrum at 
3.06 eV.  As the photon energy is increased, this feature initially becomes more prominent.  At 
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photon  energies  above  3.96  eV,  the  feature's  intensity  decreases,  eventually  becoming 
indistinguishable from background noise.
Figure 5.11: Photoelectron spectra recorded over the wavelength range of 3.44 eV to 4.25  
eV showing the evolution of feature Y during photodetachment of I−·C2H5I. The  2P3/2 
photodetachment threshold at 3.46 eV is shown with a black line.
The large deviation in the I−·C2H5I β parameter shown in Figure 5.5 indicates access to 
the σ* state over a range of energies.  While this is a dissociative state, merely accessing the 
anion state does not necessarily provide fragment  anions.  Due to its  location in the neutral  
continuum,  the  σ*  state  is  subject  to  autodetachment,  which  may  occur  on  a  much  faster 
timescale than that of nuclear motion.  However, excitation to the region where the anion and 
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neutral curves cross (0.60 eV in Figure 5.8) allows the anion state to survive long enough relative 
to autodetachment such that nuclear motion and subsequently, fragmentation, could occur.  The 
region where these curves cross can be accessed over a range of eKEs due to lifetime broadening 
of the anion state.    Vertical attachment from the neutral ground state v = 0 level to the crossing 
point is not typically favorable, as it exists at large internuclear separation where there is poor 
Franck-Condon overlap.  In the cluster anion environment, the C2H5I molecule is distorted due to 
the  localized  charge  on the  I− atom.   Distortion  of  the  target  molecule  in  the  cluster  anion 
geometry leads to more favorable Franck-Condon overlap with the large bond distance region of 
the neutral potential.  Similar distortion is present for the I−C2H5Br and I−C2H5Cl cluster anions, 
however, the crossing points for each of these molecules are at relatively higher energies, thus 
fragment anions are not observed.
In this regard it is also important to consider the implication of the photon energy on the 
possibility of fragment detection.  The I− fragments observed during I−·C2H5I photodetachment 
were generated and undergo photodetachment within a single ns laser pulse.  Because the EA for 
iodine is much lower than the eBE of I−·C2H5I, the fragments could be observed at every photon 
energy used in the study, assuming that fragments are generated.  This is also true for C2H5Br, in 
that the EA for Br is lower than the detachment threshold of the I−·C2H5Br cluster anion.  The EA 
for  chlorine,  however,  is  higher  than  the  eBE for  the  cluster  anion,  making  it  possible  that 
fragment anions are generated at photon energies insufficient to detect them.  This is unlikely, as 
the  large  separation  between  the  anion  and  neutral  curves  for  C2H5Cl  shown in  Figure  5.7 
indicates small probability of generating any fragments. 
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 Another  consideration  is  the  detection  limit.   Photoelectron  imaging  of   I−·CH3Br 
(Chapter 4) showed no evidence of Br− fragment formation, however, Br− photoproducts were 
observed by Johnson, et al.78, using a secondary MS detection technique with higher detection 
sensitivity.  It is possible that fragmentation happens in I−·C2H5Br and I−·C2H5Cl photoexcitation, 
but  with  a  cross  section  below  the  detection  limit  of  our  instrument.   Given  the  ab  initio 
calculated potential energy curves, along with the electron scattering data, it is unlikely that any 
fragment anions are formed during I−·C2H5Cl photodetachment.  Although fragmentation cannot 
be definitively ruled out, it seems clear, at least in the case of C2H5Br that the fragmentation 
probability is significantly smaller than for C2H5I.
 
5.4.4 The Photon Energy Independent Image Feature at Low eKE
The tight  central  feature shown in the images  of Figure 5.4 corresponds to very low 
eKEs.  The appearance of this feature over a wide range of excitation energies suggests one of 
two origins.  Firstly, it could be the result of a photon energy independent, indirect detachment 
process.  Secondly, it could merely reflect near threshold detachment in the event of there being 
several  closely  spaced  vibrationally  excited  neutral  states.  To  distinguish  between  these 
possibilities,  images  were  simulated.   Optimized  geometries  and  vibrational  frequencies  for 
C2H5I neutral and anion states were calculated (Gaussian 03 at the MP2 level).  The aug-cc-
pVDZ basis sets were used for C and H atoms, while the aug-cc-pVDZ-pp basis set was used for 
I.  Franck-Condon factors were then determined by implementing the Chen method79 using the 
PESCAL software  package80.   Stick  spectra  were  plotted  in  the  energy  domain  for  photon 
energies in the experimental range.  These spectra were then converted to the velocity domain 
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with  the  appropriate  Jacobian  transformation,  and  convoluted  with  a  Lorentzian  function  to 
recreate the (empirical) instrument response.  The resulting momentum domain spectrum was 
then mapped onto a pixel grid to recreate the inverse Abel transformed experimental data.  The 
results of these simulations are shown in Figure 5.12, alongside the experimental inverse Abel 
transformed  images.   The  column  of  images  on  the  left  are  the  experimental  inverse  Abel 
transformed photoelectron images of I−·C2H5I.  The simulated images at the same photon energy 
are presented  on the right.   The  photon energy is  indicated  to  the left  of  the images.   The 
simulated images  correspond remarkably well  with the experimental  images  at  larger photon 
energies.  The vibrational transitions observed in the experiment are visible in the simulations. 
However, as the photon energy is decreased, the tight, central, low eKE feature becomes stronger 
in  the  experimental  image,  but  remains  absent  in  the  simulations.   This  suggests  that  the 
observed  low  eKE  feature  is  the  result  of  indirect  detachment.   Ab  initio optimization 
calculations conducted with Gaussian 03 at the MP2 level using aug-cc-pvdz basis sets for C and 
H  and  aug-cc-pvdz-pp  basis  sets  for  I  show  that  the  neutral  cluster  generated  from 
photodetachment  has a sufficiently  large dipole moment  (2.12 D) to  support  a dipole bound 
anion.  
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Figure 5.12: Inverse  Abel  transformed  photoelectron  images  of  I−·C2H5I  on  the  left  are  
compared  to  simulated  images  on  the  right.   The  photon  energy  of  each  image  is  
presented to the left.
3.690 eV
3.668 eV
3.647 eV
3.625 eV
3.583 eV
3.542 eV
3.502 eV
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Such a dipole bound state would be produced just below the threshold to produce a given neutral 
state.  However, upon photoexcitation into these dipole bound states, the weakly bound neutral 
cluster framework dissociates.  As the cluster dissociates, the dipole moment decreases such that 
it drops below the critical value of 2.0 D to support a dipole bound electron, thus, the electron is 
ejected.  This dissociative detachment81,82,83 process is illustrated in Equation 5.7.  
I−·C2H5I + hν → [I·C2H5I]− → [I···C2H5I]− → I + C2H5I + e−
A schematic diagram of the potential energy curves associated with dissociative detachment is 
presented in Figure 5.13.  
Figure 5.13: Schematic  representation  of  the  potential  energy  curves  associated  with  
dissociative detachment of [I·C2H5X]−.  The black curve represents the neutral cluster and 
detached electron, while the red curve represents the dipole bound anion.  
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(5.7)
The curves on the axis labeled "C-X Bond Distance" represent the vibrational energy levels of 
the I·C2H5X neutral cluster and detached electron (black curve) as well as the vibrational energy 
levels of the dipole bound anion [I·C2H5X]− (red curve).  The curves shown on the "C-I Bond 
Distance" axis represent the potential energy of the v = 0 state for the neutral and dipole bound 
clusters as a function of the C-I bond distance.  The dotted lines connecting each axis represent 
the most favorable C-I bond distance for the two clusters.  The schematic shows that, at the 
initial  geometries,  the  dipole  bound  anion  is  more  stable  than  the  neutral  cluster  and  free 
electron.  As the C-I bond distance increases, the neutral cluster becomes more stable, and the 
excess electron is detached from the dipole bound anion.  Experimentally, the excess electron of 
the dipole bound anion will be removed via the imaging electrode field as the detachment energy 
decreases due to motion along the C−I coordinate.
Similar phenomena have been observed for I−·C4H5N81 and I−·C6H5NO282,83.    This can be 
partially  rationalized  on  the  basis  that  the  dipole  bound  state  will  be  temporary,  becoming 
unstable as the cluster fragments.  Additionally,  there will be a manifold of vibrational levels 
associated  with  the  dipole  bound state.   Such effects  were also  observed for  I−·C2H5Br and 
I−·C2H5Cl photodetachment, as shown in Figure 5.4. The calculated dipole moments for I·C2H5Br 
(2.48 D) and I·C2H5Cl (2.44 D) are also sufficient to support a dipole bound state, and thus, 
dissociative detachment is expected for these cluster anions as well.   That the photon energy 
independent feature is observed over a wide range of photon energies suggests that the dipole 
bound state is quite broad.
Having ruled out direct detachment, a second simulation was performed to demonstrate 
that the indirect  detachment mechanism is consistent with the observed images.   To observe 
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dissociative detachment the dipole bound state must be accessed.  To incorporate this vibrational 
manifold  of the dipole  bound states,  the energies  of  these dipole bound states  must  first  be 
approximated.   This was done by approximating the relative absorption strength of the dipole 
bound anion as equivalent to the Franck-Condon factors of transition to the neutral, but shifted 
10  meV  lower  in  energy,  as  dipole  bound  anions  typically  lie  slightly  below  the  neutral 
threshold.   The  dipole  bound  anion  stick  spectrum was  then  convoluted  with  a  Lorentzian 
function.  The FWHM of the Lorentzian (7.4 meV) was chosen to provide a reasonable lifetime 
of the state (44.5 fs), in accordance with the time-energy uncertainty principle, ΔEΔt ≥ π
h
2 .  The 
approximated absorption profile to these dipole bound state vibration levels is shown in Figure 
5.14. For each photon energy, the central feature is approximated by using a Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution whose total area is proportional to the relative absorption strength at the same photon 
energy.   The  temperature  chosen  for  the  Maxwell-Boltzmann  distribution  was  50K,  as  this 
provided the best fit with the experimental data.  The direct detachment features were simulated 
as before in Figure 5.12.  The second simulation is presented in Figure 5.15. Much like Figure 
5.12,  the  direct  detachment  features  of  the  simulated  images  (right)  correlate  well  with  the 
experimental images (left).   However, the new simulation also recreates the central feature.  The 
simulated 3.502 eV image shows the central feature clearly.  As the photon energy increases, the 
central  feature diminishes somewhat,  but is still  present in the simulation.   At 3.668 eV, the 
feature is  very weak in both the simulated and experimental  images.   Increasing the photon 
energy to 3.690 eV, the feature is nearly gone in the simulation, and has disappeared altogether 
in the experimental image.  
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Figure 5.14: Approximation of absorption spectrum to the dipole bound manifold 0.01 eV  
below the neutral threshold of C2H5I calculated by shifting the FC factors for C2H5I 0.01 
eV lower in energy, then convoluting with a Lorentzian function.
While many approximations were made for this simulation, the results show that it is at least 
plausible  that  the  central  feature  observed  in  the  photoelectron  images  originates  from 
dissociative  detachment  following  excitation  into  a  manifold  of  vibrational  levels  related  to 
dipole bound states.
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Figure 5.15: Inverse  Abel  transformed  photoelectron  images  of  I−·C2H5I  on  the  left  are  
compared  to  simulated  images  on  the  right.   The  photon  energy  of  each  image  is  
presented to the left.
3.690 eV
3.668 eV
3.647 eV
3.625 eV
3.583 eV
3.542 eV
3.502 eV
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5.5 Summary
Photoelectron images were collected over a range of wavelengths for I−·C2H5X (X = I, 
Br, Cl) and photoelectron spectra and angular distributions have been extracted.  As outlined in 
Chapter  2,  photodetachment  from  these  cluster  anions  shares  some  similarities  with 
photodetachment from the bare iodide anion, particularly the photoelectron transition spacings. 
There are, however, significant differences.  The eBE for the two transitions for I− shift when in 
the presence of a solvent.  Also, there are a number of excited virtual anion states that can be 
accessed during photodetachment.  Access to these states is apparent via a perturbation of the 
PADs  relative  to  those  of  I− that  occurs  due  to  an  isoenergetic  alternate  pathway  to 
photodetachment  due  to  relaxation  from the  temporary  anion state.   All  of  the  ethyl  halide 
solvated cluster anions experienced a dramatic shift in anisotropy in the  2P3/2 channel near the 
2P1/2 threshold, corresponding to access of and subsequent relaxation from a virtual dipole bound 
state associated with the  2P1/2 state.  Furthermore,  the PAD of I−·C2H5I deviated dramatically 
from bare I− photodetachment over a larger excitation energy range.  The excited anion state 
associated  with  the  σ*  dissociative  potential  lies  relatively  low  in  the  neutral  continuum, 
allowing access to this state at photon energies used in this experiment.  The large deviation in 
the PAD is a result of accessing this state.  The relevant potential energy curves were calculated 
as described in Chapter 4.  Initially, the VAEs (both experimentally determined from ETS data 
and  calculated)  did  not  correlate  well  with  the  observed  PAD  effects.   However,  after 
incorporating lifetime broadening, the reasons for deviation from the simple VAE expectation 
become apparent.  Additionally, a peak was observed in the photoelectron spectrum of I−·C2H5I 
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that was absent in the spectra for I−·C2H5Br and I−·C2H5Cl.  This feature occurred at a binding 
energy of 3.06 eV, and was attributed to the photodetachment from an I− fragment anion.  
For each of the cluster anions, there was also a feature located at the center of the image 
for  photon  energies  within  0.2  eV above  the  neutral  threshold.   Simulations  of  the  images 
determined the origin of the feature to be indirect detachment, possibly arising from excitation to 
a  manifold  of  dipole  bound states  and subsequent  detachment  from this  state  as  the  cluster 
dissociates  and the  dipole  moment  falls  below the  critical  value  to  support  a  dipole  bound 
electron. 
In comparison to the I−·CH3X photodetachment data presented in Chapter 4, the I−·C2H5X 
PAD  data  shows  reduced  electron-molecule  interaction.   Both  series  of  data  showed 
fragmentation along with a large deviation in the β value evolution for the iodoalkanes.  Also, 
both  datasets  showed  no  fragmentation  and  little  to  no  deviation  in  the  β  values  for  the 
chloroalkanes.  The I−·CH3Br and the I−·C2H5Br cluster anions, however, show different results. 
The I−CH3Br PADs show some deviation from those of I−, and Br− fragments have been reported 
in the literature. The I−·C2H5Br PADs show no deviation from those of I−, and, to the author's 
knowledge,  no fragment  formation  has  been reported  in  the  literature  for  this  cluster  anion. 
Extending the carbon chain of the  target  molecule  seems to reduce the amount  of electron-
molecule interaction observed during photodetachment.
The  following  chapter  applies  the  same  experimental  methods  and  calculations  to  a 
different  series  of  cluster  anions,  I−·CH2X2,  to  determine  the  effect  of  increasing  the  halide 
substitution on photodetachment. 
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Chapter 6
Photodetachment Studies of I−·CH2X2
(X = I, Br, Cl)
6.1 Introduction
Iodide centered methyl and ethyl halide cluster anion photodetachment was investigated 
in Chapters 4 and 5.  As outlined in Chapter 2, such photodetachment experiments were similar 
in  many  ways  to  I− photodetachment.   The  differences  from  bare  iodine  photodetachment, 
however, are significant.  All of the clusters studied exhibited a stabilization of the anion when 
solvated by an alkyl halide species, evidenced by a shift in the electron binding energy to higher 
values.  Furthermore, additional structure has been observed in the photoelectron spectra for the 
cluster anions relative to the bare anion in the form of vibrational excitation of the neutral.  More 
interestingly,  the  distribution  of  photoelectrons  was  different  for  cluster  anions,  sometimes 
startlingly so.  It was also observed in Chapter 5 that increasing the alkyl chain of the solvent 
molecule  also  has  an  effect  on  the  photoelectron  angular  distribution  (PAD).   This  chapter 
further investigates the effect of higher substition of the solvent molecule, increasing the halide 
substitution on the alkyl framework.  Here, photodetachment images from I−·CH2X2 (X = I, Br, 
Cl) cluster anions are presented.  Photoelectron spectra and angular distributions are extracted 
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and are used to provide insight into the photodetachment process.  As in the previous chapters, 
this data is compared with calculated ab initio potential energy calculations.
6.2 Experimental Details
The experimental methods are outlined in full in Chapter 3.  The following is a summary 
of the experimental parameters relevant for this chapter.  The cluster anions I−·CH2X2 (X = I, Br, 
Cl) were generated in the pulsed discharge.  A gas mixture composed of 5-10% CH2X2 seeded in 
Ar was allowed to flow over liquid CH3I at a stagnation pressure of 40-80 psi before entering the 
discharge.  
Images were accumulated over the course of 3000 to 6000 laser shots.  To account for 
background noise, the laser timing is changed by 5 μs, and a background image of an equivalent 
number of laser shots is acquired.  The background image is then subtracted from the signal 
image.   Images  were  acquired  for  each  of  the  dihalomethane  cluster  anions  at  individual 
wavelengths  from 360nm to  270nm.   Several  images  were  collected  for  each  data  point  to 
provide a mean and standard deviation.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Photoelectron Images
Photoelectron images were recorded over the wavelength range of 360nm-270nm for the 
cluster anions I−·CH2X2.  Figure 6.1 shows example raw photoelectron images recorded at 3.94 
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eV photon  energy  along  with  the  corresponding  inverse  Abel  transformed  images  for  each 
cluster anion.  
Figure 6.1: Photoelectron images recorded at 3.936 eV photon energy for a) I−·CH2I2, b)  
I−·CH2Br2, and c) I−·CH2Cl2.  The inverse Abel transformed images are presented for d) 
I−·CH2I2, e) I−·CH2Br2, and f) I−·CH2Cl2.
Each  of  the  images  shows  one  predominant  photoelectron  band  labeled  I.   The  image  for 
I−·CH2I2  shows an additional  feature labeled Y.  Band I also appears broader for I−·CH2I2 in 
comparison to the other cluster anions.  In the inverse Abel transformed image, this band appears 
a
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to have two distinct components.  The images presented for I−·CH2Cl2 and I−·CH2Br2 consist only 
of feature I.
Representative photoelectron spectra for the cluster anions recorded at a higher photon 
energy are shown in Figure 6.2.  Much like the photoelectron spectra discussed in Chapters 4 and 
5, the I−·CH2X2 cluster anion spectra contain two predominant photoelectron bands, labeled I and 
II, separated by 0.94 eV.  As with the cluster anions studied in previous chapters, the excess 
electron is primarily localized on the iodine atom.  Each of the bands is similar to those observed 
in I− photodetachment, albeit shifted in energy due to stabilization of the anion by the neutral 
molecule. 
Figure 6.2: Representative photoelectron spectra recorded at photodetachment energy of  
4.592 eV for a) I−·CH2I2 and 4.492 for b) I−·CH2Br2 and c) I−·CH2Cl2.  Transitions I, and 
II are labeled.
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The spectrum presented for I−·CH2I2 is  somewhat  different from the others.   Band I  for this 
cluster is much broader than for the others.  Furthermore, band II contains two distinct peaks.  
This is consistent with the I−·CH2I2 image presented in Figure 6.1.  In fact, each photoelectron 
band in the I−·CH2I2 image is  composed of two (or more)  peaks.   As eKE is  increased,  the 
resolution decreases, and the peaks in band I merge, resulting in the very broad feature observed 
in Figure 6.2a.  Figure 6.3 shows the evolution of these peaks in band I in the photoelectron 
spectra recorded from photon energies of 3.522 eV to 3.862 eV.  At 3.522 eV, the photon energy 
is  below  the  electron  binding  energy  for  band  I,  and  no  structure  within  the  band  can  be 
ascertained.  As the photon energy is increased, a shoulder located at 3.63 eV emerges in the 
band.  At larger photon energies, this shoulder grows into a peak.  At 3.862 eV photon energy, 
the peaks within band I have merged due to decreasing resolution. 
Figure 6.3: Photoelectron spectra of I−·CH2I2 photodetachment recorded over a range of  
photon energies.  The emergence of two features within band I is observed.
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Splitting of the  2P3/2  channel in I− centered cluster anion photodetachment  has been observed 
previously for I−·C4H581 and I−·CO284,85.  In each of these cases, it was argued that the degeneracy 
of the 5p orbitals of neutral I is lifted through an anisotropic interaction with the target molecule. 
In these cases, the photoelectron band associated with the 2P1/2  channel has no such splitting, as 
there are no degenerate states associated with this channel.  However, Figure 6.2a shows that the 
2P1/2 band in I−·CH2I2 photodetachment also shows multiple peaks.  This suggests that the second 
peak in band I (and II) is related to vibrational excitation.  The photoelectron bands for I−·CH2Br2 
and  I−·CH2Cl2 contain  only  one  predominant  peak,  although  minor  vibrational  excitation 
broadens the peaks somewhat.
Figure 6.4 shows a progression of I−·CH2I2 spectra that highlight the emergence of two 
additional spectral features.  These features are labeled Y and Z, and occur at eBEs of 3.06 eV 
and 4.00 eV, respectively.  The features are present in nearly all of the measurements, although 
they appear to be relatively suppressed at high photon energy. 
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Figure 6.4: Photoelectron spectra of I−·CH2I2 recorded from 346nm to 270nm.  The lines  
labeled I, II, Y, and Z mark the eBE for each transition observed.
 The  spectra  for  I−·CH2Br2  also  show  additional  features.   Figure  6.5a  shows  several 
photoelectron spectra collected for this  cluster anion.   At photodetachment  energies  near the 
channel I threshold, a spectral feature emerges at 3.36 eV, labeled A.  As the photon energy is 
increased, this feature disappears.  It returns at photodetachment energies near the channel II 
threshold.  Representative raw and inverse Abel transformed photoelectron images recorded at 
3.62 eV photon energy are presented in Figures 6.5b and 6.5c, respectively.  In each, the contrast 
of the image was increased to highlight the appearance of the A feature.  This causes the I band 
to appear as a very dark spot or ring, while the A feature is a larger ring with less intensity.
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Figure 6.5: a)  Photoelectron  spectra  of  I−·CH2Br2 recorded  over  a  wavelength  range  of  
360nm to 278nm.  The black lines label transitions A, I and II.  b) Raw and c) Inverse 
Abel transformed photoelectron image of I−·CH2Br2 recorded at 3.62 eV photon energy.  
In each of the images, the contrast was increased to highlight the A feature.
Figure  6.6  shows  several  photoelectron  spectra  for  I−·CH2Cl2 photodetachment.   At 
photon energies above the channel I threshold, two additional features emerge, labeled C and D. 
At photon energies greater than 3.757 eV, these features become less apparent.
I     A
a b
c
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Figure 6.6: Photoelectron  spectra  of  I−·CH2Cl2 recorded at  photon energies  ranging from  
3.594 eV to 4.492 eV.  The lines labeled I, II, C, and D mark the eBE for each transition 
observed.
The electron binding energies for the spectroscopic features observed in I−·CH2X2 appear 
in Table 6.1.
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Spectral Feature I−CH2I2 I−CH2Br2 I−CH2Cl2
I 3.56 eV 3.53 eV 3.52 eV
II 4.50 eV 4.47 eV 4.46 eV
Y 3.06 eV ____ ____
Z 4.00 eV ____ ____
A ____ 3.36 eV ____
C ____ ____ 3.61 eV
D ____ ____ 3.70 eV
Table 6.1: Summary  of  the  binding  energies  of  spectral  features  observed  during  
photodetachment of I−CH2X2 (X = I, Br, Cl).
For each of the cluster anions studied in this chapter, there exists a feature present only at 
lower photon energies.  Figure 6.7 shows the evolution of this feature in several photoelectron 
images.   At 3.493 eV, the I−·CH2Cl2 image consists of an intense spot in the center.  As the 
photon energy is increased, the image becomes larger, and shows a distinct ring that correlates to 
transition I.   However,  there remains  an intense spot in the center of the image that persists 
despite increasing the photon energy.  Once the photon energy exceeds 3.701 eV, the feature 
disappears.  Similar behavior is observed for I−·CH2I2 and I−·CH2Br2, also shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.7: Photoelectron images of a) I−CH2Cl2, b) I−CH2I2, and c) I−CH2Br2.  The photon  
energy used for each image is labeled below it.  Each progression of images shows the 
emergence and disappearance of a photon energy independent central feature.
a)
b)
c)
3.493 eV
3.542 eV
3.594 eV
3.647 eV
3.701 eV
3.729 eV
3.815 eV 3.862 eV
3.729 eV
3.701 eV
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6.3.2 Photodetachment Angular Distributions
The  photoelectron  angular  distributions  (PADs)  for  each  of  the  cluster  anions  were 
extracted from the photoelectron images as detailed in Chapter 3, and are presented in Figure 6.8 
as a function of eKE.    Each point on the plot represents the mean β value across the full width  
at half maximum of the channel I transition.  The anisotropy evolution for I− (black) is also 
presented in Figure 6.8 for sake of comparison.  All of the cluster anion distributions show a 
peak in the vicinity of the channel II threshold at 0.94 eV eKE.  The significance of peaks in 
β(eKE) at the 2P3/2 threshold is explained in Chapter 2.  
Figure 6.8: PADs for I− and I−·CH2X2 (X=I, Br, Cl) plotted against eKE.
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The plot for I−·CH2Cl2 (green) resembles the anisotropy evolution of I−, although it is shifted to 
slightly higher values.  The β values for I−·CH2Br2 (red) begin at zero, become positive, and 
finally become slightly negative at higher eKE.  The β values for I−·CH2I2 (blue) start at zero and 
become slightly negative at higher eKE.
For each of the cluster anions discussed in this chapter, there are a number of interesting 
phenomena observed in their photodetachment spectra.  Each cluster anion shows a number of 
photodetachment bands.  There appears to be a photon energy independent feature that occurs 
near zero eKE at photon energies that produce low eKEs for the 2P3/2 tranisition.  Additionally, 
each of the cluster anions' PADs show significant deviation from those of I−.  The following 
section will discuss the origins of these features.  
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Photoelectron Angular Distributions
The eKE evolution of the β parameter for I−·CH2X2 cluster anions in Figure 6.8 shows 
varying amounts of deviation from those of I−.  The deviation is caused by the presence of an 
interfering, isoenergetic pathway to photodetachment.  In the region near 0.94 eV, the presence 
of a virtual dipole bound state in the vicinity of the  2P1/2 threshold of the cluster anion allows 
temporary capture of the departing electron, that then autodetaches while the cluster relaxes to 
the  2P3/2 state.  As explained in Chapter 2, this causes a sharp increase in the β values.  The 
broader anisotropy trends, however, have different origins.
Previous chapters showed that, for each of the target molecules studied, there exists an 
anion state embedded in the neutral continuum.  In cluster anion photodetachment, this anion 
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state temporarily captures the departing electron.  This anion resonance is inherently unstable, 
due to its location in the neutral scattering continuum.  After some time, the electron detaches, 
and  the  system  relaxes  to  the  neutral,  creating  an  alternate  isoenergetic  photodetachment 
pathway that results in the β deviation.  By extension, for the target molecules studied in this 
chapter, there must also exist an anion state embedded in the neutral continuum.  Temporary 
electron  capture  to  this  state  leads  to  the  β  deviations  observed  in  Figure  6.8.   To  further 
understand this process, calculations of the relevant potential energy curves are required.  Figure 
6.9 provides the ab initio calculated curves for these molecules.  
Figure 6.9: Potential energy curves for a) CH2I2, b) CH2Br2, and c) CH2Cl2.  The neutral curve 
is represented in black, and the anion in red.  The blue curve in b) and c) represents the  
σ* contribution to the anion state.
These were calculated at the MP2 level using Gaussian0365.  The aug-cc-pVDZ basis set was 
used for the C, H, Cl, and Br atoms.  The aug-cc-pVDZ-pp basis set was used for I.  Due to the 
possible importance of dipole bound states, three additional s and p diffuse functions were added 
to the C atom.  The diffuse function exponents were scaled values of the outermost s and p 
functions of the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set of carbon with a progression factor of 1/5 following the 
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method of Takayanagi applied to the dipole bound states of acetonitrile cluster anions69.  The s 
exponents  were:   0.00938,  0.001876,  and  0.0003752.   The  p  exponents  were:   0.008082, 
0.0016164, and 0.00032328.  For each molecule, the neutral state is represented with a black 
curve, while the anion is shown in red.  Each point on the curve represents a single point energy 
calculation in which one C-X bond is fixed, and the other is allowed to relax to a favorable  
geometry.  The blue curve is a polynomial fit to the anion state to extrapolate the curve into the 
vertical attachment region (VAE).  
The MP2 potential energy curves are not satisfactory for these cluster anions.  The VAE 
region has been shown to be important  in  the photodetachment  dynamics  for these systems, 
however, the calculations do not converge in this region. Figure 6.10 shows the potential energy 
curves as calculated with an alternative method, DFT using Q-Chem86.  The same basis sets were 
used  as  before,  however,  the  calculations  could  not  converge  with  the  presence  of  diffuse 
functions, so they were removed.  The results are similar to the curves seen in Figure 6.9, with  
some differences.  For each molecule, the anion curve is shown in red, and the neutral curve in  
black.  At long bond distances, the CH2I2 and CH2Br2 curves are similar in to those in Figure 6.9. 
At shorter bond distances, however, the calculations converge, and show the anion potential rise. 
For CH2I2, the anion diabatic curve never crosses the neutral curve.  Experimental results along 
with ab initio calculations indicate there is an excited anion state at 0.68 eV87 above the neutral 
threshold.  This state is represented with a blue curve.  For CH2Br2, the lowest energy anion 
curve crosses the neutral at 0.05 eV, and has a VAE of 0.15 eV.  The CH 2Cl2 ground state anion 
diabat resembles the σ* extrapolation observed in Figure 6.9, but has a much lower VAE (0.54 
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eV).  Furthermore, this curve appears to have an inflection, possibly the result of two distinct 
anion state contributions, much like in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.10: Potential energy curves for a) CH2I2, b) CH2Br2, and c) CH2Cl2.  The neutral is  
represented in black, and the anion in red.   The blue curve in a) represents an excited 
anion state.
The ground state anion curve for CH2I2 has a lower energy than the neutral curve.  This is 
consistent with the I− fragments observed at photon energies below the detachment threshold. 
However, it does not explain the deviations in the PAD.  ETS measurements indicate that an 
excited  anion  state  exists  in  the  neutral  continuumv.   Our  DFT  calculation  is  in  (at  least 
qualitative) agreement.  Access to this state results in a temporary bound anion, as before.  The 
subsequent  relaxation  to  the  neutral  state  provides  an  alternate,  isoenergetic  pathway  to 
photodetachment manifests as a deviation in the PADs.  The anion curve for CH2Br2 shown in 
Figure 6.10 is very similar to the extrapolated σ* curve shown in Figure 6.9.  The crossing point 
of the anion and neutral curves in Figure 6.10 occurs at 0.05 eV, while the crossing point in  
Figure 6.9 occurs at 0.04 eV.  Each of these values are remarkably similar to the experimentally 
determined vibrational Feshbach resonance (VFR) found at 0.073 eV88.  The calculated VAEs 
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(0.09 eV from Figure 6.9, 0.15 eV from Figure 6.10) are remarkably similar, however, there is 
no known experimental VAE recorded for this molecule.  As in the previous chapter, the width 
of this resonance is calculated using an equation empirically derived from ETS data89, shown in 
Equation 6.2.
ΔE = 0.755EVAE1.452
 This equation provides a resonance width of 0.048 eV for a VAE of 0.15 eV.  Such a narrow 
width is inconsistent with the cluster anion PAD data, which shows the resonance is accessed 
over a range of photon energies.  Although this contradicts the empirical relationship of Equation 
6.2, ETS experimentsviii suggest the formula breaks down at low VAE and predicts resonance 
widths that are too narrow by factors of 4 or more.  This phenomenon will be investigated in 
more detail later.
For each of the calculations, the potential energy curves for CH2Cl2 are different from 
those of CH2I2 and CH2Br2.  The MP2 calculations are more useful for this comparison, as they 
more accurately describe the DBS due to the use of diffuse functions.  These calculations suggest 
the CH2Cl2 anion curve has two distinct contributions:  a dipole bound-like state at short range, 
and a σ* state at long range.  The extrapolated curve of Figure 6.9 provides a VAE of 1.50 eV,  
while the VAE for the anion curve in Figure 6.10 is 0.54 eV.  Each of these are of the same order 
as the experimental ETS value of 1.01 eV90,91.  
It is worthwhile to compare the cluster anion PAD data of CH2Cl2 with that of C2H5Br, in 
that they have similar VAE values (1.01 eV for CH2Cl2, 1.26 eV for C2H5Br).  While it may seem 
intuitive that the lower VAE corresponds to a greater shift in PAD values compared to those of 
I−, Chapter 5 showed the importance of lifetime broadening, and how the extent of broadening 
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(6.2)
differs for different VAE values and halogens.  A schematic representation for the CH2Cl2  and 
C2H5Br resonances is shown in Figure 6.11, using the Breit-Wigner formula,
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Figure 6.11: Schematic representation of the lifetime broadening for the CH2Cl2  and C2H5Br 
resonances.  The resonance widths were calculated from Equation 6.3.
The resonance widths were calculated using Equation 6.4a for CH2Cl2, and Equation 6.4b for 
C2H5Br.
ΔE = 0.51EVAE2.44
ΔE = 0.755EVAE2.452
These equations were empirically determined from ETS scattering data for chloroalkanes and 
bromoalkanes and modified as described in Chapter 5 to describe the temporary capture of d-
wave electrons.  The resonances as pictured in Figure 6.11 differ from the cluster anion PAD 
trends.  The deviation of the I−·CH2Cl2 PADs from those of I− implies that the CH2Cl2 resonance 
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(6.3)
(6.4b)
(6.4a)
experiences a greater phase shift, while I−·C2H5Br shows no such PAD deviation.  However, the 
model  suggests that  the C2H5Br should experience  a  greater  phase shift.   Previously,  it  was 
argued  that  the  empirical  relationship  between  VAE and  resonance  width  breaks  down  for 
CH2Br2, based on the angular distributions for I−·CH2Br2.  However, no experimental data on 
CH2Br2 scattering is available.  The I−·CH2Cl2 results also indicate a breakdown in the empirical 
relationship for the dihalomethanes.  In this case, ETS measurements76 show that the σ* state at 
1.01 eV has a width that is comparable to a VAE of 1.5 eV under the expectation of Equation 
6.4a.  Figure 6.12 shows these resonances again, incorporating the anomalously large resonance 
width for CH2Cl2.
Figure 6.12: Schematic representation of the lifetime broadening for the CH2Cl2  and C2H5Br 
resonances.   The resonance widths were calculated from Equation 6.3.  The CH2Cl2 
resonance width was calculated using a VAE of 1.5, in accordance with the electron s
cattering literature.
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While the  resonances  in  Figure 6.12 nearly overlap,  the CH2Cl2 resonance extends to  lower 
energies  than  that  of  C2H5Br.   It  is  now  plausible  that  the  photon  energies  used  in  these 
experiments are sufficient to only access the low energy wing of the CH2Cl2 resonance, while 
similar energies correspond to very low intensity in the C2H5Br resonance.
To  gain  insight  into  the  reason  for  the  deviation  from  the  empirically  determined 
broadening formulae at low VAE we turn to a spherical square well model with the following 
characteristics:
r < R0 :  Ur = −U0
r ≥ R0 : Ur = 0
An example spherical square well potential (black) is shown in Figure 6.13, with well depth U0 
and radius R0.    The effective potential  gives rise to a barrier  at  E > 0.  The portion of the 
effective  potential  shown  in  red  gives  rise  to  a  shape  resonance  which  is  responsible  for 
temporarily trapping the electron, and is labeled RS (resonance state).  To solve for the bound 
state  and resonance  state  energies,  the  Schrӧdinger  equation  for  scattering  from a  spherical 
square well (Equation 6.6) must be considered.  
2
2
dr
ud l  + {K2 − 2
)1+(
r
ll
}ul = 0
For bound states, the energy is defined as less than zero, and the potential is able to support 
bound states with the following form92: 
r ≥ R0: ψ (r',θ,ϕ) = Ajl(k'r')Ylm(θ,ϕ)
r < R0: ψ (r',θ,ϕ) = Bfl(K'r') Ylm(θ,ϕ)
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(6.5)
(6.7)
(6.6)
jl(k'r') is the l-th spherical Bessel function, Ylm(θ,ϕ) is a spherical harmonic function, and fl(K'r') 
is the l-th spherical Hankel function.  The parameters are k =
h
Emπ e22  and K = 
h
EUmπ e )+(22 0 .
Figure 6.13: Example of a spherical square well potential  (black) with well depth U0  and  
radius  R0 for  l =  2.   An example  shape  resonance  is  shown (red),  highlighting  the  
possibility of a resonance state above the well.
It is important to note that the bound state energies are dependent on arbitrarily chosen values of 
the well depth and radius.  To generalize, a system of units which renders the argument of the 
functions unitless was used.  For many values of the well depth, the bound state energies can be 
calculated.  The results are shown in Figure 6.14, and will be discussed later.  
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For the resonance states, Equation 6.7 must be solved with energy defined as greater than 
zero.  Solutions take the form of Equation 6.8a at r < R0, and Equation 6.8b at r ≥ R0.
ul = KrAl jl(Kr)
ul =krBl cosδl jl(ka) + krBl sinδl nl(ka)
δl represents  the  scattering  phase  shift  for  partial  wave  l.   This  is  the  difference  in  phase 
compared to the situation where U0 = 0.  A and B are normalization constants.  The wavefunction 
and its  first  derivative  must  be  continuous  at  r  =  R0,  thus  Equations  6.8a  and 6.8b  can  be 
rewritten as Equation 6.9.
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Solving for tanδl (Equation 6.10) leaves an expression dependent on the following variables:  U0, 
R0, and E (carried by k and K).
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A resonance exists for values of U0, R0, and E that cause tanδl = ∞.  For each chosen value of U0, 
the energy (or energies) that satisfy the resonance condition is plotted in Figure 6.14.  
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(6.8a)
(6.8b)
(6.9)
(6.10)
Figure 6.14: Calculated bound and resonance states for the partial waves l = 0, 1, and 2 for the 
spherical square well model.
The bound states are represented in Figure 6.14 for the l = 0 (green dashed line), 1 (blue 
dashed line), and 2 (red dashed line) partial waves.  The resonances are also shown for  l = 0 
(green solid line), 1 (blue solid line), and 2 (red solid line) partial waves.  The resonance and 
bound energies approach zero at a particular well depth for a given  l.   By changing the well 
depth, the resonance state effectively evolves into the bound state. In this model75 the VAE for a 
given partial wave is defined as the resonance energy.  For l > 0, values of U0 that correspond to 
low VAE have two energies that satisfy the resonance condition of Equation 6.10 for each of the 
partial waves.  This is most obvious for l = 2, although still noticeable for l = 1.  The proximity 
of two energies which fulfill the resonance condition may lead to an apparent broadening as the 
wings  of  the  resonances  overlap.   For  the  square  well  model,  this  phenomenon  occurs  at 
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relatively low energy and a similar phenomenon might account for the low VAE deviations from 
the empirical resonance width expectation for CH2Cl2 and CH2Br2.
6.4.2 Photoelectron Spectra
As mentioned previously, the energetic spacing of bands I and II for all of the cluster 
anions is consistent with the spin-orbit splitting of iodine, indicating that the excess charge is 
localized on the iodine atom.  The bands I and II have been shifted from those of the bare anion 
by 0.50 eV (I−·CH2I2), 0.47 eV (I−·CH2Br2), and 0.46 eV (I−·CH2Cl2) due to stabilization of the 
excess charge by the presence of the target molecule.   Additional features are present in the 
photoelectron  spectra  for  each  of  these  cluster  anions.   The  features  observed  in  I−·CH2I2 
photodetachment (Y and Z) occur at 3.06 eV and 4.00 eV.  The feature at 3.06 eV is within 
experimental error for the electron affinity of I (3.059 eV14).  The feature labeled Z is separated 
from Y by the spin orbit splitting of iodine.  This is the  2P1/2 transition.  The additional peak 
observed in I−·CH2Br2 photodetachment (A) occurs at 3.36 eV, and is within experimental error 
for the reported values of the electron affinity of Br (3.363 eV93).  Features C and D observed in 
I−·CH2Cl2 photodetachment  occur  at  3.61  eV  and  3.70  eV.   The  eBE  for  feature  C  is  in 
agreement with the EA for Cl (3.6127 eV15).  The spin-orbit splitting of Cl is 0.11 eV, which 
might suggest feature D is the 2P1/2 channel of Cl−.  However, these features also occur at eBEs 
slightly higher than photodetachment to the state associated with the  2P3/2 channel, and could 
equally be due to photoexcitation to vibrationally excited neutral levels.  To test this, a Franck-
Condon analysis was performed.  
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Optimized geometries and vibrational frequencies were calculated at the MP2 level using 
the Gaussian 0365 software package for the CH2Cl2 neutral and anion states, using the aug-cc-
pVDZ basis set for all atoms.  These were input into the PESCAL86 software package to calculate 
Franck-Condon factors using the Chen method79.  From these factors, stick spectra were plotted 
for photon energies corresponding to the experimental data.  The stick spectra were convoluted 
with a Lorentzian function representing instrument response, and compared to the experimental 
spectra recorded at photon energies of 3.701 eV and 3.757 eV.  These experimental spectra were 
chosen as features C and D are most prominent here.  Figure 6.15 shows the results from this 
analysis.  In both 6.15a and 6.15b, the Franck-Condon simulation is shown as a red curve, while 
the  experimental  spectra  are  shown  in  black.   For  both  photon  energies,  the  FC  spectrum 
correlates very well with the experimental.  Because features C and D are also present in the 
simulation,  it  is  unlikely  that  these  are  related  to  photodetachment  from  fragment  ions. 
Furthermore, ETS measurements indicate the dissociative attachment cross section of CH2Cl2 is 
much smaller than expected76.  These features are thus assigned as the following transitions:
I−(1S0)·CH2Cl2 → I(2P3/2)·CH2Cl2(v4=1) (6.11a)
I−(1S0)·CH2Cl2 → I(2P3/2)·CH2Cl2(v4=2) (6.11b)
v4 represents the Cl−C−Cl asymmetric stretch normal mode.
The presence of photoelectron peaks corresponding to bare I− and Br− photodetachment in 
the  photoelectron  spectra  for  I−·CH2I2 and  I−·CH2Br2,  respectively,  indicates  that  these  bare 
anions are generated from the cluster anion and subsequently probed within a single ns laser 
pulse. The mechanism for generating the Br− anions from I−·CH2Br2 photoexcitation is equivalent 
to dissociative electron attachment (DEA).  This concept was described in Chapter 2.  Briefly,  
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photodetachment  at  specific  energies  promotes  the  ejected  electron  into  an  anion  resonance 
located in the neutral continuum of the molecule.  
Figure 6.15: Franck-Condon  analysis  (red)  of  I−·CH2Cl2 compared  to  experimental  
photoelectron spectra recorded at a) 3.701 eV and b) 3.757 eV.
In the case that this resonance is long lived with respect to autodetachment,  the dissociating 
molecular moiety breaks down, resulting in the bare halide.   A vibrational Feshbach resonance 
(VFR) was reported for CH2Br2 just below the ν3 = 1 vibrational energy level at 73 meV.  The 
lifetime  of  this  resonance  is  sufficiently  long to  allow for  substantial  nuclear  motion  before 
photodetachment, and can lead to fragmentation.
The potential energy curves in Figure 6.10 show that the anion state for CH2I2 has a lower 
energy than the neutral state, thus providing a mechanism for the fragment formation observed at 
photon energies  below the neutral  threshold in  Figure 6.4.   Because the dissociative  state  is 
bound,  there  is  no  competition  between  e− loss  and  fragmentation.   This  accounts  for  the 
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(qualitatively) higher dissociation cross section of I−·CH2I2 compared to I−·CH2Br2.  Furthermore, 
the presence of the excited CH2I2 anion state accounts for fragments observed over a wide range 
of excitation energies.   While there is a competition with electron loss for the excited state, 
fragments will still be generated, much like those observed for I−·CH2Br2.
6.4.3 Photon Energy Independent Feature
The images presented in Figure 6.7 show a tight central feature that does not seem to 
change with photon energy.  As the photon energy passes through the detachment threshold for 
each vibrational channel near zero eKE, electrons will be produced.  If there are a large number 
of  closely  spaced  vibrational  states  associated  with  the  neutral,  then  this  could  give  the 
appearance of a photon energy independent feature in the image.  Chapter 5 demonstrated that a 
similar feature observed in I−·C2H5I results from an indirect detachment process, in which the 
excess electron is excited to a dipole bound state, and the electron either dissociatively detaches 
or is stripped via the potential of the imaging electrodes.  The target molecules in this chapter  
contain two halogens, and thus have lower vibrational spacings.  It is possible that the central 
feature observed in these experiments are then related to direct detachment to a large number of 
closely spaced vibrational transitions, rather than the indirect detachment process observed in the 
previous chapter.  A simulation was constructed to determine the nature of this central feature. 
The Franck-Condon factors discussed previously were used to plot a stick spectrum in the energy 
domain for photon energies corresponding to the experimental data.  The stick spectra were then 
converted  from  the  energy  domain  to  the  velocity  domain,  and  were  convoluted  with  a 
Lorentzian function.  The resulting radial spectrum was then mapped onto a matrix to recreate 
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the inverse Abel transformed data.  Figure 6.16 shows the simulated images compared to the 
experimental  inverse  Abel  transformed  images.   The  simulated  images  show  photoelectron 
transitions that correspond remarkably well with the  2P3/2 channel and the vibrationally excited 
channels of the experimental images.  However, the tight central feature at very low eKE does 
not persist throughout the simulated images.  This suggests again that the central feature is not 
the result of direct detachment.  An alternative explanation involves dissociative detachment.
Immediately upon photodetachment, the neutral cluster framework is at the cluster anion 
geometry.   If  the neutral  cluster  dipole moment  is  larger  than the critical  value of 2.0 D to 
support  a  dipole  bound  anion,  such dipole  bound states  would  be  produced  just  below the 
threshold  to  produce  a  given  neutral  state.   Upon photoexcitation  at  the  appropriate  photon 
energies,  the  dipole  bound  anion  is  created.   However,  the  weakly  bound  neutral  cluster 
framework begins to dissociate.  As the cluster dissociates, the dipole moment decreases.  Once 
the  dipole  moment  is  sufficiently  below the  critical  value,  the  electron  is  stripped from the 
molecule by the imaging field, and detaches at very low eKE.  
Ab  initio calculations  performed  at  the  MP2  level  using  Gaussian  03  indicate  that 
I·CH2Cl2 has a dipole moment  of  2.025 D, sufficient  to  support  dipole  bound states,  and is 
subject to dissociative detachment. 
As shown in Figure 6.7, I−·CH2Br2 and I−·CH2I2 photodetachment images also show signs 
of  dissociative  detachment.  The  dipole  moment  of  I·CH2Br2  (2.071  D)  is  also  sufficient  to 
support dipole bound anions.  The calculated dipole moment of I·CH2I2 (1.780), however,  is 
below the critical dipole moment.  This is close to the critical value, and may reflect inaccuracy 
in the calculation.
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Figure 6.16: Simulated  photoelectron  images  for  I−·CH2Cl2 photodetachment  (right)  
compared  to  experimental  inverse  Abel  transformed  images  (left).   The  photon  
energies are listed to the left of the images.
3.542 eV
3.594 eV
3.620 eV
3.647 eV
3.674 eV
3.701 eV
3.729 eV
3.757 eV
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Dipole bound states are typically slightly lower in energy than the neutral state, however, 
the photon energy independent feature persists at photon energies approximately 200 meV above 
the direct  detachment  threshold.   This is  possibly due to  photoexcitation  to  the manifold  of 
vibrational  states  associated  with  the  dipole  bound state.   To  demonstrate  the  feasibility  of 
indirect detachment, a second simulation was performed.  The direct detachment features were 
recreated as in Figure 6.16.   The manifold of dipole bound vibrational states were simulated by 
preparing a second Franck-Condon stick spectrum that was also convoluted with a Lorentzian 
function.   The  FC  factors  used  for  the  dipole  bound  spectrum  are  taken  from  the  direct 
detachment FC analysis, with the energies shifted 10 meV lower to account for the dipole bound 
state  occurring  below the  neutral  threshold.   The FWHM of the  Lorentzian  (8.7  meV)  was 
chosen to provide a reasonable lifetime of the state (37.8 fs), in accordance with the time-energy 
uncertainty principle, ΔEΔt ≥ π
h
2 .  The result of this convolution is essentially an approximated 
absorption band for the dipole bound state, and is shown in Figure 6.17.
For each photon energy the central feature was approximated with a Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution with a temperature of 50K whose intensity is proportional to the relative absorption 
strength of the dipole bound state at the same energy.  The simulated images appear in the right 
column of Figure 6.18, and the experimental Abel inverted images appear on the left.
The simulated images show it is at least plausible that the central feature is related to 
indirect  detachment,  even  though  there  are  some  discrepancies.   Both  the  simulated  and 
experimental images show an intense central feature at low photon energy.  
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Figure 6.17: Approximation of the absorption spectrum of the dipole bound states 0.01 eV  
below the neutral threshold of CH2Cl2 calculated by shifting the FC factors for CH2Cl2 
0.01 eV lower in energy, then convoluting with a stick spectrum.
 As  the  photon  energy  increases,  the  central  feature  becomes  less  intense,  and  eventually 
disappears in both the simulated and experimental images at 3.729 eV.  The central features of 
the  simulated  images  agree  well  with  the  experimental  images,  suggesting  that  dissociative 
detachment from a manifold of vibrationally excited dipole bound states in the vicinity of the 
neutral state is a reasonable explanation for this phenomenon.
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Figure 6.18: Simulated  photoelectron  images  for  I−·CH2Cl2 photodetachment  (right)  
compared  to  experimental  inverse  Abel  transformed  images  (left).   The  photon  
energies are listed to the left of the images
3.542 eV
3.594 eV
3.620 eV
3.647 eV
3.674 eV
3.701 eV
3.729 eV
3.757 eV
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6.5 Summary 
Photoelectron images of I−·CH2X2 photodetchment were recorded over the wavelength 
range of 360 to 270 nm.  The extracted photoelectron spectra and angular distributions indicated 
significant  electron  molecule  interaction.   The  angular  distributions  showed  considerable 
deviation from I−, providing evidence for a competing photodetachment pathway involving the 
access of and relaxation from an excited anion resonance.  Further proof of this resonance lies in 
the photoelectron spectra.  At specific photon energies, photodetachment signals from I− and Br− 
were observed in  the  photoelectron  spectra  for  I−·CH2I2 and  I−·CH2Br2,  respectively.   These 
signals  were  the  result  from exciting  the  ejected  electron  into  the  anion  state  of  the  target 
molecule, allowing the anion to decay to the bare halide anion, then subsequently removing the 
excess electron with another photon from the same 1 ns laser pulse.  For I−·CH2Br2, this is related 
to a vibrational Feshbach resonance that has been reported previously to exist near the υ3=1 
vibrational  threshold.   Ab  initio calculations  suggest  the  I− fragments  observed  in  I−·CH2I2 
photoexcitation occur from two distinct anion states:  the ground CH2I2− state below the neutral 
threshold, and the excited CH2I2− in the neutral continuum.  
The  previous  chapter  showed  the  effect  of  increasing  the  alkyl  chain  of  the  target 
molecule, specifically that doing so lowers the VAE of the target molecules.  Initially,  it was 
thought that this would increase electron molecule interaction, however, reducing the VAE also 
narrows the resonances considerably.  In the case of C2H5Br, the resonance is sufficiently narrow 
that no electron molecule interaction is observed in the experiment.    This chapter has shown 
that  increasing  the  halide  substitution  of  the  target  molecule  increases  electron-molecule 
interaction, due to an even more extensive lowering of the VAE.  For the dihalomethanes, the 
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low VAEs do not hinder electron molecule interaction, as it has been shown that sufficiently low 
VAEs produce anomalously broad resonances.  To gain insight on this phenomenon, a spherical 
square well model was developed.  The results from this model show that at low VAE, there are 
two solutions to the resonance condition for the same energy.  This implies that the range of 
excitation energies required to access the resonance is broader than predicted.
Much  like  the  previous  chapter,  a  bright,  tight  central  feature  was  observed  for 
photoelectron images recorded at photon energies that produce electron kinetic energies from 
approximately zero to 0.2 eV.  Simulations were performed to demonstrate that this effect is an 
indirect detachment process, and is possibly related to the temporary capture of the departing 
electron into a dipole bound state associated with [I·CH2X2]−, and the subsequent relaxation from 
this state.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The central theme of this dissertation has been to examine electron molecule interaction 
in the cluster anion environment.  Over the course of the preceding chapters, a variety of iodide 
centered cluster anions have been probed.  All cluster anions presented in this dissertation show 
localization of the excess charge on the atomic halide moiety.  Each of the cluster anions also 
shows  a  deviation  in  the  photoelectron  angular  distribution  in  the  vicinity  of  the 
photodetachment channel corresponding to the 2P1/2 channel of I−.  This is attributed to the access 
of and subsequent detachment from a virtual dipole bound state just below the 2P1/2 neutral state. 
Further evidence of a dipole bound state in the vicinity of the neutral channel thresholds appears 
as a tight central spot in the photoelectron image at photon energies corresponding to 0 to 0.2 eV 
eKE.  A number of simulations were performed that demonstrated this feature originates from an 
indirect detachment process, possibly from accessing the manifold of vibrationally excited dipole 
bound states just below the 2P3/2 state.  Upon accessing this state, the electron is detached either 
from the dissociation of the dipole bound cluster, or is stripped via the potential of the imaging 
electrodes.   In  either  scenario,  the  electron  is  mapped  onto  the  center  of  the  detector, 
corresponding to 0 eKE. 
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The photodetachment dynamics are also affected by the presence of an anion state in the 
neutral continuum related to the temporary capture of the departing electron into the σ* orbital of 
the target molecule.    Much like the dipole bound state mentioned previously, access to and 
relaxation from this state presents an isoenergetic,  alternate pathway to photodetachment that 
manifests as a change in β relative to that of I−.  In Chapter 4 it was shown that the cluster anion 
photodetachment experiments are analogous to electron scattering experiments, with the iodide 
anion acting as an electron source.  Viewing the cluster anion experiments as such, the vertical 
attachment energy of the target molecule determines the most favorable access to the σ* state. 
Ab initio calculated VAEs, as well as those experimentally determined by ETS, correlated with 
the cluster anion PAD results remarkably well,  in that the smallest VAE corresponded to the 
cluster anion with the largest β change relative to I− (I−·CH3I).  Furthermore, the largest VAE 
corresponded to the cluster anion showing little  to no change in β from I− (I−·CH3Cl).   The 
median VAE (I−·CH3Br) corresponded to the cluster anion PADs showing slight deviation from 
I−.
The  methods  developed  to  analyze  the  methyl  halide  cluster  anion results  were  then 
applied to the ethyl halide experiments.  Initially, these methods did not correlate well with the 
experimental PAD results.  Specifically, the relatively low VAE of C2H5Br suggested the σ* state 
could be accessed at  the photon energies used in  the cluster  anion experiment,  however the 
results indicated that the σ* state was not accessed.  This was explained by incorporating lifetime 
broadening of the anion state.  Formulae empirically determined from ETS data to describe the 
lifetime  broadening  of  haloalkane  anion  states  were  applied.   These  formulae  relate  the 
resonance width to the vertical attachment energy and halogen atom.  By incorporating these 
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formulae,  it  becomes plausible that the C2H5Br resonance is sufficiently narrow that it is not 
accessible at the photon energies used in the experiment, while resonances related to molecules 
with larger VAEs (CH3I, for instance), are sufficiently broad that they are accessible at similar 
photon energies.  Furthermore, the ETS data and the empirical formulae attribute the electron 
capture to p-wave electrons.  The cluster anion experiments are expected to produce s and d-
wave  electrons.   By  modifying  the  empirical  formulae  to  account  for  capture  of  d-wave 
electrons, it became clearer that VAE alone cannot be used to determine access of the σ* state 
and that the observed can be rationalized by considering the resonance width.
With the I−·CH2X2 cluster anion results, another discrepancy from the empirical formula 
was observed.  At low VAEs, the empirical formula requires the resonance width to be very 
narrow.  This is inconsistent with both the cluster anion PAD results and ETS results.  To gain 
further insight into this behavior, a spherical square well model was implemented.  The results of 
this model show that under certain conditions two close lying resonances associated with a given 
l can  exist.   This  would  imply  a  broader  range  of  excitation  energies  being  influenced  by 
scattering resonances than the single resonance picture admits.
7.1 Future Experiments
7.1.1 Time Resolved Experiments
The work described in this dissertation can be expanded further by probing the electron 
molecule interaction directly in the time domain.  Time resolved photoelectron imaging of the 
DEA process  can  provide  substantial  information  regarding  the  dynamics  of  a  fundamental 
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chemical  process.  The DEA results  presented thus far in this  dissertation occur from a two 
photon process within a 1 ns laser pulse.  To gain further insight into the time dependence of this  
phenomenon,  much  shorter  laser  pulses  are  required.   Such  pulses  can  be  provided  from 
femtosecond laser systems, which typically produce laser pulses with widths of ≤ 100 fs.  This 
allows for an experiment wherein a cluster anion is photoexcited to the σ* state with one (pump) 
laser pulse and the excess electron is then detached with a second (probe) laser pulse.  The time 
delay between the pump and the probe can be varied to observe the time dependence of the 
dissociation dynamics.  
The  I−·CH3I,  I−·C2H5I,  and  I−·CH2Br2 cluster  anions  are  of  particular  interest  in  this 
regard.  The nanosecond experiments showed fragmentation in each of these species.  The  ab 
initio calculated  potential  energy  curves  show  that  the  σ*  resonance  exists  in  the  neutral 
scattering continuum, thus, any observed fragments result from dissociative electron attachment 
(the fragments in I−·CH2I2 photoexcitation are also produced in this manner, although from an 
excited anion state in the neutral continuum.  The ground anion state lies at lower energies than 
the neutral  state,  and also dissociates  to produce fragments).   The femtosecond laser  in  our 
laboratory  produces  800  nm  (1.55  eV),  which  can  then  be  frequency  doubled  or  tripled, 
producing 400 nm (3.10 eV) and 267 nm (4.64 eV), respectively.  Ideally, one of these energies 
corresponds with a photon energy that showed evidence of anion fragments in the nanosecond 
experiments.   However, that is not the case for most cluster anions.  By utilizing an optical 
parametric amplifier (OPA), the appropriate photon energies can be obtained, albeit at the loss of 
photon  flux.   To  detect  the  fragments,  the  second  (I−)  and  third  (Br−)  harmonics  of  the 
femtosecond laser can be used.
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While  the  fragmentation  observed  in  I−·CH2I2 photoexcitation  is  a  photodissociation 
process, not dissocative electron attachment, time resolved photoelectron images of this cluster 
anion  are  still  of  interest,  especially  as  a  comparison  to  the  DEA results  of  the  previously 
mentioned cluster anions.  The OPA must again be utilized for the pump laser pulse, while the 
400 nm second harmonic is sufficient to probe the fragments.
7.1.2 Cu−·Y Cluster Anions
In Chapters 5 and 6, it was determined that the expected β effects differed from the ETS 
measurements due, in part, to the production of s- and d-electrons during photodetachment of the 
cluster anions, rather than the p-electrons in the ETS experiments.  It is worthwhile to perform 
similar  cluster  anion  PAD  experiments  with  a  central  atom that  produces  p-electrons  upon 
photodetachment.   Cu− is a potential  candidate.   The excess electron of Cu− occupies the 4s 
orbital.  Using the electric dipole approximation, single photon photodetachment from this anion 
produces a p-electron.94  The discharge source described in this dissertation has already been 
used to produce bare Cu− anions.  A laser ablation source with a copper target  may also be 
used.95
The excess electron of a Cu−·Y cluster anion should be localized on the copper atom. 
Much like the iodide centered cluster anion discussed in this dissertation, photoexcitation of the 
copper centered cluster anion should be analogous to an electron scattering experiment, with the 
Cu− acting as an electron source and the Y molecule acting as the target.  The experimental PAD 
results  from  these  cluster  anions  can  be  compared  directly  to  ETS  measurements,  as  both 
predominantly monitor scattering of p-electrons.
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